African official publications

The British Library has collections of government publications from most of the countries of the world including those of Africa. For historical reasons our official publications collections are strongest for Anglophone countries, and our collection development policy is to build on these existing holdings.

This guide is arranged in alphabetical order of country. Within each country, the titles are listed alphabetically. Each entry gives details of the shelfmark and the British Library holdings, and includes a brief annotation. Links to government publications freely available online are also included.

Key to shelfmarks

OIS plus Dewey number - Reference work on open access in the Asian & African Studies Reading Room.
OPL plus Dewey number - Reference work on open access in the Social Sciences Reading Room.
SPR MIC etc. - Official publications held on microform in a St Pancras basement.

Nearly all other shelfmarks are for printed official document series which are stored off-site.
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BOTSWANA

Government of Botswana website:
http://www.gov.bw/

Botswana (formerly Bechuanaland) became an independent republic in 1966. Botswana has a bicameral Parliament consisting of the National Assembly and the House of Chiefs, which has a largely advisory role.

Annual economic report
(Supplement to the Budget speech)
OPE.9.x.50
Holdings: 2004-2006

Annual report - Botswana Police Force
CSD.535
Holdings: 1946- (Very incomplete.)

Annual report – Public Enterprises Evaluation and Privatisation Agency
OPE.9.x.1010
Holdings: 2011-

Annual statements of accounts
CSD.517

Continuation of:
Annual statements of accounts - Bechuanaland Protectorate
CSD.517
Holdings: 1964/65.

Continuation of:
Treasury annual report with financial accounts for the financial year ended 31st March ...
Bechuanaland Protectorate
CSD.517

The report includes financial statements presenting the financial position of the government for the year. There are various tables.

Botswana financial statistics - Bank of Botswana

Botswana government gazette
OGB.100(2)

For online Botswana laws, statutory instruments, law reports, pre-independence proclamations, etc., see the Botswana E-laws website at: http://www.elaws.gov.bw/

Legal and public notices appear in the main gazette. Acts, bills and subsidiary legislation appear in the supplements:

**Acts Supplement**
CSD.528/5


**Bills Supplement**
CSD.536/6(2)


**Statutory Instruments Supplement**
CSD.528/6


Continuation of:

**Bechuanaland Protectorate Government Gazette (Official Gazette of the High Commissioner for Basutoland, the Bechuanaland Protectorate and Swaziland. Bechuanaland Protectorate edition)**
OGB.100
Holdings: 1963-1966 (Mainly bound volumes. Not complete but good holdings.)

**Laws Supplement**
CSD.528/3

Laws for 1963 are filed with the main gazette at OGB.100.

**Bills supplement**
CSD.536/6

Bills for 1963 are filed with the main gazette at OGB.100.

**Legal notices supplement**
CSD.528/4

**Botswana statistical year book**
CSD.548/18
Holdings: 2003; 2004

The most recent Statistical yearbook is on the CSO website http://www.cso.gov.bw/index.php/sector-statistics/prices

Continuation of:

**Statistical bulletin - Botswana. Central Statistics Office**
CSD.548/18
Holdings: Vols. 2-3 (1977-78); vol. 4, no. 2 (1979); vol. 5, nos. 3-4 (1980); vol. 7, nos. 3-4 (1982); vol. 8, no. 4-vol. 11, no. 2 (1983-86); vol. 18 (1993-94); vol. 22, no. 2-vol. 23, no. 3 (1998); vol. 24, nos. 1-3 (1999); vol. 25, nos. 1-2, 4 (2000); vol.26, nos. 1-2/3 (2001).
Main emphasis is on economic and financial matters; also includes information on education, health and population.

**Budget speech - Botswana . Ministry of Finance and Development Planning.**
CSD.508/3

Budget speeches from 2003 onwards are available on the Ministry’s website, together with budget strategy papers, etc., at http://www.finance.gov.bw/

The speech gives an economic review, economic outlook, review of the previous budget, and sector policy review of the financial year, together with budget proposals for the coming year.

**Central Statistics Office (CSO) website**
The CSO website has current national statistics on labour, trade and industry, agriculture, education, population, health and transport, prices, results of household surveys, national accounts, etc.
http://www.cso.gov.bw/

**Education statistics - Ministry of Education**
CSD.516/2

See also the Central Statistics Office website at:

**Estimates of expenditure from the consolidated and development funds - Botswana**
CSD.531/6
Holdings: 1981/82-1988/89; 1996/97; 1998/99-

Continuation of:

**Estimates of revenue and expenditure for the development fund - Botswana**
CSD.531/6

Estimates of government departments, estimates of pensions, gratuities and compensations, salaries and allowances of specified officers. Also includes expenditures
for the preceding year.

**Supplementary estimates of expenditure for the consolidated and development funds: financial paper...**
- Botswana. Ministry of Finance and Development Planning
- OPE.9.x.73
- Holdings: 2001/02-

Continuation of:

**Development fund supplementary estimates: financial paper...**
- CSD.534/6
- Holdings: 1972/73-1986/87 (Incomplete.)

**External trade statistics - Botswana. Central Statistics Office**
- CSD.548/46

Annual report on the external trade of Botswana. The statistics are compiled from customs documents giving details of exports and imports by commodity and by country of origin.

**External trade statistics digest - Botswana. Central Statistics Office**
- OPE.9.x.74
- Holdings: Quarter 1, 1999-

**Financial statements, tables and estimates of the Consolidated and Development Funds Revenues**
- OPE.9.x.51
- Holdings: 2004/05-

**Government paper - Botswana**
- OPE.9.x.3
- Holdings: No. 2, 1998- (Very incomplete.)

Main source for statements of Botswana government policy.

**Health statistics report**
- OPE.9.x.44
- Holdings: 2000-


**Labour statistics**
- CSD.517/5
- Holdings: 1998-


Continuation of:

**Employment survey**
- CSD.517/5

Minutes - African Advisory Council, Bechuanaland
CSD.512

Minutes - European Advisory Council, Bechuanaland
CSD.515
Holdings: 3rd; 6th; 8th-12th; 14th-24th; 26th-29th; 31st-62nd Session (1923-1959).

Minutes - Joint Advisory Council
CSD.511

National accounts statistics of Botswana. Quarterly gross domestic product
OPE.2005.x.104
Holdings: 1993/94-2001/02
OPE.9.x.337
Holdings: 1993/94-2002/03; 1994/95-2004/05
Continuation of:

National accounts statistics - Botswana . Central Statistics Office
CSD.545/2
Provides information on the country's economic activity and performance. For the web version of the current national accounts see http://www.cso.gov.bw/index.php/sector-statistics/national-accounts

CSD.508/7
Each plan gives brief description of the country, its economic performance and development. Reviews the achievements of the previous plan, outlines the policies and objectives of the current plan. Includes charts, graphs, maps, photographs, statistical tables and bibliographical references.
Continuation of:

Development plan - Bechuanaland
Printed version: CSD.534
Microfilm: SPR.Mic.E.23
Holdings: 1963-68.

Official report of the debates... - Botswana. National Assembly
CSD.502/4
Holdings 1966-1995; 2000- (Hansard nos. 19-48, 51, 59, 62, 64, 70, 97-98, 100-103, 105-107, 109, 115, 116 (part), 119 (part), 133-
Includes debates, statements of Ministers, answers to oral and written questions, and the speech of the President opening the session. Each volume gives list of officers and members of the National Assembly.

For recent debates see the ‘Documents and reports’ menu on the Parliament of Botswana website
http://www.parliament.gov.bw/

Continuation of:

**Official report of the debates - Bechuanaland Protectorate. Legislative Assembly**
CSD.502/3
Holdings: 1st-5th meeting, 1965-1966. (Hansard nos. 13-17.)

Continuation of:

**Official report of the debates - Bechuanaland Protectorate. Legislative Council**
CSD.502
Holdings: 1st meeting, 1st session - 2nd meeting, 4th session, 1961-1964 (Hansard nos. 1-12.)

**Population and housing census**
Catalogued separately; please search http://explore.bl.uk for shelfmarks.

The census includes development of the budgetary and manpower requirements, mapping and listing of all settlements. For 2001 and 2011 census information see http://www.cso.gov.bw/index.php/sector-statistics/population-housing-census

**Report. Auditor General on the accounts of the Botswana government**
CSD.517/2

**Statute law – Botswana**
CSD.536/4(2)
Holdings: Vols. 50-51 (1966-67); vol. 54 (1970); vols. 66-75 (1982-91); vols. 77-79 (1993-95); vol. 81 (1997)-

For laws, statutory instruments, law reports, pre-independence proclamations, etc., see http://www.elaws.gov.bw/

Continuation of:

**Statute law - Bechuanaland Protectorate**
CSD.536/4

Continuation of:

**High Commissioner's proclamations and the more important government notices (Proclamations and subsidiary legislation)**
CSD.536/4

An annual compilation of Acts, laws and legal notices passed during the year.
Transport and Communications statistics
OPE.9.x.47
Holdings: 2002-
Recent reports are on the CSO website

Wildlife statistics
OPE.9.x.179
Holdings: 2004; 2008-

GAMBIA

The republic of the Gambia State House online
http://www.statehouse.gm has links to the budget and some government policies. See the Department of State for Trade, Industry and Employment website http://www.gambia.gm for trade and economic information. For statistical information, etc., on the country's education system see the Ministry for Basic and Secondary Education site at http://www.edugambia.gm/

The Gambia attained self-government in 1962 and full independence in 1965. It was declared a republic in April 1970 and remained a multi-party democracy until July 1994, when the Armed Forces Provisional Ruling Council took over following a bloodless coup. The constitution of the second Republic of the Gambia was agreed in a national referendum on 8th August 1996 and came into force on 16th January 1997.

The Gambia's unicameral legislature is the National Assembly. It was previously known as the House of Assembly and the House of Representatives.

Acts of Parliament and legal notices of 1965
CSC.331/9(3)
Continuation of:
Ordinances (& legal notices) enacted in the year 1963 - 1964
CSC.331/9(2)
Continuation of:
Ordinances, rules, regulations, orders, etc., of the Gambia 1961
CSC.331/9
Continuation of:
Ordinances, rules, regulations, proclamations, etc., of the Colony of the Gambia , 1939 - 1950.
CSC.331/9

Annual abstract of transport, tourism and communication statistics
OPE.9.x.232
Holdings: 2005/09-
Annual departmental reports relating to the Gambia, 1881-1966
SPR.Mic.B.28/3
Reports relating to administration, finance, law enforcement, natural resources, education and social welfare, transport and public works, and commerce. The publisher's guide to the microform collection is kept in the open access reference collection in the Social Sciences Reading Room at OPL.966.510043 and is also available on the publisher's website at: http://www.microform.co.uk/guides/R97077.pdf

Budget speech
OPE.9.x.46
Holdings: 1999-

Budget speeches from 2002 onwards can also be seen on the Government of the Gambia website at: http://www.statehouse.gm/

Central Bank of the Gambia. Annual report
OPE.9.x.237
Holdings: 1999; 2000-2001; 2003-

Annual reports and other publications are on the Bank website http://www.cbg.gm/index.html

Estimates of revenue and expenditure... - Gambia
OPE.9.x.249
Holdings: 2004-

Continuation of:

Estimates of recurrent revenue and expenditure... – Gambia
CSC.307/5

External trade statistics
CSC.354/4

Five year plan for economic and social development
Plans are catalogued individually. Please consult Explore the British Library for shelfmarks.

Gambia gazette
Printed version: OGG.10
Holdings: 1901-1985 (Mostly unbound issues. Incomplete but good holdings up to 1974; very patchy from 1975 onwards.); 2008-

Main gazette currently contains government appointments and news of officials. Notices and presidential proclamations are included in extraordinary issues. There are various legislative supplements:

**Bills**
CSC.334
Holdings: 1936-1984 [Unbound parts. Incomplete.]

**Legal notices**
CSC.331/7
Holdings: 1960-1985 [Unbound parts. Incomplete.]

**Bye-Laws**
CSC.331/2
Holdings: 1933-1941; 1948-1962 [Unbound parts. Incomplete.]

**Notifications**
CSC.331/4
Holdings: 1935-1941; 1948-1963 [Unbound parts. Incomplete.]

**Orders**
CSC.331/3

**Proclamations**
CSC.331/5

**Regulations and Rules Made under Ordinances**
CSC.331
Holdings 1910-1942.

**Regulations**
CSC.331(1)
Holdings: 1943-1961 [Unbound parts. Incomplete.]

**Rules**
CSC.331(2)
Holdings: 1943-1961 [Unbound parts. Incomplete.]

**Gambia Ordinances**
CSC.330/2 1892-1940.
CSC.331/9 1902-1912.

Bound volumes.
Laws of the Gambia

CSC.330/8................. 1966-1978
CSC.330/7................. 1955
CSC.330/6................. 1942
CSC.330/5................. 1926
CSC.330/4................. 1916
CSC.311/2................. 1900
CSC.311 ................... 1879-1885
CSC.330/3 ................. 1868
CSC.330 .................... 1856-1861

Consolidated versions.

Minutes of Proceedings - House of Representatives
CSC.351
Holdings: 1966-70.

Issued as a supplement to the Official Gazette

Ordinances, rules, regulations, proclamations, etc
CSC.331/9

Bound volumes.

Population and housing census

Catalogued separately; please consultExplore the British Library for shelfmarks.
Holdings: 1963; 1993; 2003

The census includes population analysis, housing, foreign nationals in Gambia and population growth in each district and urban areas.

Earlier censuses 1881-1963 are held in microform at SPR.Mic.B.28/3.

For information on the 2013 population and housing census see the Gambia Bureau of Statistics website http://www.gbos.gov.gm/

Presidential address delivered ... at the State Opening of Parliament
CSC.354/20

Issued as sessional papers of the Parliament.

Sessional papers - Gambia. House of Representatives
Holdings: 1943-1987, no. 3 [Incomplete].

Papers have individual shelfmarks

Statistical abstract of the Gambia
CSC. 354/24.
General, social, demographic and economic statistics are included.

**Tourism statistics**
OPE.9.x.865
Holdings: 2004-2007

**Transport statistics**
OPE.9.x.232
Holdings: 1999/2003; 2001/05; 2002/06; 2003/07

---

**GHANA**


Ghana (formerly the Gold Coast) became independent in 1957. The first President, Kwame Nkrumah, was overthrown in 1966 and power was assumed by a National Liberation Council.

In 1972 the armed forces overthrew the government in a bloodless coup and established a National Redemption Council (NRC) as the main organ of government. In October 1975 the NRC was superseded as the highest legislative and administrative organ by a Supreme Military Council (SMC). Civilian rule, under the auspices of the military, was restored between 1979 and 1981. On December 31st 1981 a further military coup led by Flight Lieutenant Jerry Rawlings resulted in the suspension of the Parliament and its replacement as the supreme legislative authority by the Provisional National Defense Council.

A new constitution was approved in 1992 according to which the head of state is the President, directly elected for a maximum of two four year terms. The President appoints the Cabinet and the Council of State and chairs the National Security Council. The unicameral legislature is known as the Parliament.

**Acts**
OPE.9.x.2
Holdings: 2003, no.635-644, 646-663; 2005, no. 693, 695; 2006, no. 696-701, 704-

Loose-leaf: CSC.366/6
Holdings: 1960-1971 [Incomplete.]

Bound volumes: CSC.437
Continuation of:

Ordinances
SPR.Mic.P.34

Annual departmental reports relating to the Gold Coast and British Togoland, 1843-1956
SPR.Mic.B.28/5
Reports cover administration, finance, law enforcement, natural resources, education and social welfare, transport and public works, the Post Office, and commerce. The publisher’s guide to the microform collection is kept in the open access reference collection in the Social Sciences Reading Room at OPL.966.70043 and on the publisher’s website at: http://www.microform.co.uk/guides/R97004.pdf

Annual report - Bank of Ghana
CSC.371/27
Recent reports are on the Bank of Ghana website http://www.bog.gov.gh/
The report reviews the economy of the country. There are sections on economic development, public finance, balance of payments, prices, exports and imports. Also includes a section on Bank’s operations during the year. There are statistical tables at the end of the report.

Budget proposals - Ghana. Ministry of Finance
CSC.465/17
Includes the review of the previous year’s budget, current revenue and grants, highlights of the current year’s developments and budget control measures.

Budget speech - Ghana. Ministry of Finance
OPE.9.x.664
Holdings: 2008-

Budget statement - Ghana. Ministry of Finance
CSC.438/3
Online versions of the Budgets from 1998 are on the Ministry of Finance website at: http://www.mofep.gov.gh/

Decrees - Armed Forces Revolutionary Council
CSC.465/56
Decrees - National Liberation Council
CSC.366/9
Holdings: No. 246-406 (1968-69) [Unbound parts. Incomplete.]

Decrees - National Redemption Council
CSC.366/10

Decrees - Supreme Military Council
CSC.465/35
Holdings: No. 1-238 (1975-79) [Unbound parts. Incomplete.]

Development Plans
Development plans have been individually catalogued. Please consult Explore the British Library for shelfmarks.

Economic survey - Ghana. Ministry of Finance (later Statistical Service)
YD.2011.a.978

CSC.371/20
The survey incorporates all the relevant statistical data available in the field of money and banking, public finance, agriculture, manufacturing industries, transport, employment and earning, foreign trade and balance of payments.
Continuation of:

Economic survey - Gold Coast. Ministry of Finance
CSC.371/20

Ghana: an official handbook - Ghana. Information Services Department
CSC.421/5
Articles on foreign affairs, defence, law and order, government, banking, economy, revenues, social services, agriculture, trade and tourism are included.

Ghana gazette
OGG.80/3
Main gazette contains government notices. Supplements to 1960 publish acts, decrees and executive, legislative and constitutional instruments. Thereafter these are issued separately.

Executive instruments
CSC.366/4
Legislative instruments
CSC.366/5
Holdings: 1963, no. 1-1992, no. 1535
OPE.9.x.5
Holdings: 2003, L.I. 1719-1734 [Incomplete.]

Constitutional instruments
CSC.459/4

Local government bulletin
OGG.80/3(2)
[Unbound parts. Incomplete.]
Contains local government notices and text of bye-laws.

Commercial and industrial bulletin
OGG.80/3(4)
Contains government notices relating to companies.

Land and concessions bulletin
OGG.80/3(3)
Contains government notices relating to mining licences
Continuation of:
Gold Coast Gazette
Printed version: OGG.80
Holdings: 1885-1957 [Mainly bound vols.]
Microform: SPR.Mic.B.25/2
Holdings: 1876-1957
Main gazette contains government notices only and not legislation.

Local government supplement
OGG.80/2
Contains local government notices and text of bye-laws, orders and instruments.

Implementation of the Ghana poverty reduction strategy: annual progress report -
Ghana National Development Planning Commission
OPE.9.x.25
Holdings: 2002-2003; 2005

Journal – Ghana. Ministry of Public Sector Reform
OPE.9.x.677

**Laws of the Provisional National Defence Council**
CSC.465/85

**Parliamentary debates – Ghana. Parliament**
OPE.9.x.101
Holdings: 1994, no. 21-22, 32; 2011, no. 1-


Continuation of:

**Parliamentary debates - Ghana. National Assembly**
CSC.450/6 (2)
CSC.450/6 (3)

Contains statements of the Speaker, announcements, motions, adjournments, sessional addresses, list of National Assembly members and National Assembly officers.

Continuation of:

**Legislative Assembly debates - Gold Coast**
CSC.450/6

Continuation of:

**Legislative Council debates - Gold Coast**
CSC.450

**Population census**
Censuses are separately catalogued. Please search [http://explore.bl.uk](http://explore.bl.uk) for shelfmarks.

Each census gives demographic and economic characteristics of the country.

**Quarterly digest of statistics - Ghana. Central Bureau of Statistics**
CSC.375/7

Continuation of:

**Digest of statistics - Ghana. Central Bureau of Statistics**
CSC.375/7

Statistical tables on money and banking, public finance, external trade, balance of payments, prices, education, transport and population.
Quarterly economic bulletin. Bank of Ghana
CSC.371/30
Holdings:
Bulletins from 1999, and other Bank of Ghana publications, are available on the Bank's website at: http://www.bog.gov.gh/index.php#

Subsidiary legislation and other legal notifications
CSC.366/7
Holdings: 1957-1959
Contains proclamations, orders, rules, regulations and other legal notifications.

White papers - Ghana
CSC.454/14
Holdings: 1958-1979 [Unbound parts. Incomplete.]

KENYA

Government web page: http://www.president.go.ke/
Parliament web page: http://www.parliament.go.ke/
Kenya became independent in 1963. The President is the Head of State and there is a bicameral Parliament consisting of the Senate and the National Assembly.

Acts
CSC.135
Holdings: 1964- [Unbound parts. Incomplete. Very few held after 1990.]
The Kenya Law website is a good source for Acts and other Kenyan legal information: http://kenyalaw.org/kl/
Continuation of:

Ordinances
CSC.135
Holdings: 1922-1963 [Bound volumes to 1961 then unbound parts.]
Currently issued as a Legislative Supplement to the Kenya Gazette.

OPE.9.x.1066
Holdings: 2006/07-
**Annual report - Central Bank of Kenya**  
CSC.123/3  
Holdings: 1967-72; 1975-77; 1979-80; 1982; 1984-87; 1997-  
International and domestic economic developments are discussed. Includes public finance, monetary policy, balance of payments, administrative developments of the Bank, its balance sheet and accounts. Reports are available in full text on the Bank’s website at: [http://www.centralbank.go.ke/](http://www.centralbank.go.ke/)

**Annual Report. Kenya Law Reform Commission**  
CSC.160/77  
Holdings: 1982/83; 1997; 1998

**Annual departmental reports relating to Kenya and the East Africa High Commission, 1903/04-1963**  
SPR.Mic.A.270  
Collection covers administration, finance, natural resources, education, housing and social welfare, transport and public works, posts and telecommunications, and commerce. The publisher's guide to the collection is available in the Social Sciences Reading Room reference collection at OPL.967.620043 and on the publisher's website at: [http://www.microform.co.uk/guides/R97282.pdf](http://www.microform.co.uk/guides/R97282.pdf)

**The Appropriation accounts**  
CSC.89/5  
Holdings: 1954/55-1997/98 [Some issues missing but good holdings.]  
Includes recurrent appropriation accounts of the Ministries for the year.

**Budget speech - Kenya. Ministry of Finance**  
CSC.160/43  
Holdings: 1977/78- [Incomplete.]  
Speech by the Finance Minister outlines the framework of the Government's economic policy, reports revenue and expenditure for the previous year and for the budget year.

**Debates - Legislative Council**  
CSC.137  
Continuation of:

**Minutes - Legislative Council**  
CSC.137  
Holdings: 1915-1916; 1924.  
For post-independence debates see Official report - National Assembly.

**Development plan**  
OPE.9.x.157  
Holdings: 2002/2008-
CSC.142/28 ( )

Some of the plans are catalogued separately. Please search http://explore.bl.uk for shelfmarks.

Each plan summarises the achievements of the previous 20 years and the difficulties encountered, confirms long term future objectives and establishes a development strategy for the next five years.

Economic survey
CSC.89/6
Holdings: 1960-64; 1966-88; 1990-

The survey includes international economy, domestic economy, employment, money, banking and finance, external trade, agriculture, environment and natural resources, energy, transport, tourism, education, health and other social issues. It reviews the economic situation of past year and the outlook for the coming year.

All of the economic surveys from 1960 onwards are available online on the Kenya National Bureau of Statistics website http://www.knbs.or.ke/

Estimates of development expenditure
CSC.137/3
Holdings: 1998/99-

Continuation of:

Development estimates
CSC.137/3

Estimates of expenditure of all the government departments of Kenya.

Estimates of Recurrent Expenditure. Government Secretariat. [Title varies]
CSC.89
Holdings: 1926- [Incomplete.]

Kenya population and housing census
YD.2011.b.2539
Holdings: 2009
CSC.160/56
Holdings: 1999 (11 vol. + 'Popular report').
Continuation of:

Kenya population census
Holdings:
1962......................... CSC.89/7
1969......................... CSE.160/10 [vols.2, 3 and 4 only]
1979......................... CSC.160/56
The Kenya gazette

For the gazette online see http://kenyalaw.org/kenya_gazette/

In addition, the National Council for Law Reporting and Google have developed an incomplete online archive of pre- and post-independence gazettes:
http://books.google.co.ke/books/about/Kenya_Gazette.html?id=SiZddRcP0BcC

OGK.30
Holdings: 1957- [Incomplete but very good holdings. Mainly bound volumes up to 1973.]

Continuation of:

Official gazette of the Colony and Protectorate of Kenya
OGK.30
Holdings: Nov. 1946-1956.

Continuation of:

Official gazette of the East Africa Protectorate
OGK.30

Continuation of:

Official gazette of the East Africa and Uganda Protectorates
OGK.30
Holdings: 1 Jan-1 Apr. 1904.

The microform set Government Publications Relating to Kenya 1897-1963 at shelfmark SPR.Mic.B.25/7 includes the Official Gazette 1899-1963. There is an index to the microform collection at OPL.967.620043 in the Social Sciences Reading Room and on the publisher's website at: http://www.microform.co.uk/guides/R96995.pdf The main gazette contain notices of contracts to be let, trade marks registered, vacancies and appointments in government service and public and legal notices.

Kenya gazette supplement. National Assembly bills
OPE.9.x.1037
Holdings: Apr. 2013-

Kenya gazette supplement. Senate bills
OPE.9.x.1036
Holdings: May 2013-

Continuation of:

Kenya gazette supplement. Bills
CSC.137/5

Kenya gazette. Supplement
CSC.98/8
Holdings: 1964- [Unbound parts. Incomplete.]
Kenya statistical digest
CSC.156/5
Includes tables on population, gross domestic products, balance of trade, exports and imports, foreign exchange rates etc. Ceased publication.

Kenya yearbook
OPE.9.x.986
Holdings: 2010-
Covers Kenya's social, political, economic and cultural affairs.

Laws of Kenya
CSC.136/3 ............... 1923
CSC.136/5 ............... 1926
CSC.136/6 ............... 1948
CSC.98/7 ............... 1962 + supplements to 1971/74
Consolidated versions.

Legal notices
CSC.98/8 1964- [Unbound parts. Incomplete.]
CSC.135/2 1961-1990. [Unbound parts. Incomplete.]
Issued as a legislative supplement to the Kenya Gazette.

Monthly economic review - Central Bank of Kenya
July 2001-

See Taarifa rasmi below

CSC.101

OPE.9.x.40
Holdings: 8th (2000)-

Sessional papers
CSC.124/26
Holdings: 1955-1997 [Unbound parts. Incomplete.]
Subsidiary legislation
CSC.135/2
Holdings: 1957-1963. [Bound volumes.]

Continuation of:

Proclamations, rules and regulations
CSC.135/2

State of Kenya population – National Coordinating Agency for Population and Development
ZD.9.b.2058
Holdings: 2008-

Statistical abstract
Current issue: OPL.967.6200212
Earlier issues:
CSC.110/11. 1955-1962

Includes land and climate, population and vital statistics, national accounts, external trade, finance and public finance, transport, public health, education, labour force and prices. There are explanatory notes at the beginning of each chapter.

Most statistical abstracts from 1955 onwards are available online on the Kenya National Bureau of Statistics website http://www.knbs.or.ke/

Taarifa rasmi - Baraza la Taifa
CSC.102(2)

Debates in Swahili.

Continuation of:

CSC.102

For Parliamentary debates online, the National Council for Law Reporting and Google have developed an online archive of pre- and post-independence parliamentary debates. See http://books.google.co.ke/books/about/Kenya_National_Assembly_Official_Record.htm?id=pvwVH2fQKwQC
LESOTHO

Government web gateway:
http://www.gov.ls/

Lesotho Bureau of Statistics:
http://www.bos.gov.ls/
The website includes the statistical reports on trade, national accounts, population, education, crime, agriculture, etc.

Lesotho (formerly Basutoland) became independent in 1966. The present constitution was introduced in 1993 and provides for a bicameral Parliament consisting of a non-elective Senate and an elected National Assembly with the hereditary monarch as Head of State.

Acts - Lesotho
CSD.588/37
Acts are issued as Supplements to the Lesotho government gazette. Full text of selected acts, together with court judgements and other legal information, is available on the Lesotho Legal Information Institute website at: http://www.lesotholii.org/

Annual report - Central Bank of Lesotho
OPE.9.x.331
Holdings: 2004-
CSD.588/46
The last 10 annual reports, as well as other Bank publications, are available at:
The report includes a list of Board members, the Chairman's statement, an overview of Bank operations and administration, financial highlights, director's report and management report for the year.

Annual report – Lesotho Revenue Authority
OPE.9.x.855
Holdings: 2008/09-

Annual report. National Development Corporation Lesotho
CSD.588/42
Holdings: 1980; 1986; 1994/95-2004/05; 2007/08-
The National Development Corporation is 90% government owned. Annual reports from 2000/01 onwards are on the corporation’s website at:
http://www.lndc.org.ls/home/reports.php
Budget speech
OPE.9.x.58
Holdings: 2004/05-

Review of the past financial year, the outlook for the economy, financial policy for the next year and proposed government revenue and expenditure. Recent budget speeches are included amongst other speeches on the Lesotho government website at: http://www.gov.ls/documents/speeches.php

Education statistics. Lesotho Bureau of Statistics
CSD.588/62

Estimates of revenue and expenditure
CSD.587/2

Later issues are in 2 parts. Part 1 (entitled Estimates of the Kingdom of Lesotho from 1982 to 1988) is "Revenue account" containing estimates for the current year for each government ministry and department. Part 2 is "Capital account", presenting a summary of programmed expenditure, by ministry.

Five year development plan
Holdings: 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 6th

Each plan has a different shelfmark. Please search http://explore.bl.uk for shelfmarks.

Describes financing and administration of the plan, outlines policies and strategies for each section. Background information on Lesotho with emphasis on its overall economic conditions is also given.

Foreign trade statistics
CSD.588/41

The foreign trade statistics are compiled on the basis of information collected from customs declaration forms. The analysis includes both imports and exports data over 10 years.

Kingdom of Lesotho in figures
CSD.588/75

This pocket guide is for quick reference use. It contains a summary of important information on Lesotho.

Laws of Lesotho
CSD.551/6

Compilation of acts and subsidiary legislation enacted and passed during the year.

Continuation of:
Laws of Basutoland
CSD.551/6

Legal notices - Lesotho
CSD.551/7
Holdings: No. 11, 1970- [Very incomplete.]
Legal notices are issued as supplements to the Lesotho government gazette from 1970, but were previously included in the Gazette itself.

Lesotho government gazette
OGL.35
Holdings:
1966-1971 ................. Bound volumes
1978-1988 ................. Unbound parts [Incomplete.]
1996......................... Unbound parts [Incomplete but most issues held.]
1999- ......................... Unbound parts [Incomplete but good holdings.]
The main gazette contains government notices.
Continuation of:
Basutoland Government Gazette
OGB.70(2)
Holdings: 1963-1966. Unbound parts. [Incomplete but good holdings.]
Continuation of:
Official gazette of the High Commissioner for Basutoland, the Bechuanaland Protectorate and Swaziland.
OGB.70
Holdings: 1935-1959. Bound volumes to 1954 then unbound parts [Incomplete but good holdings.]
Continuation of:
Official gazette of the High Commissioner for South Africa
OGB.70
Includes government notices, Acts, orders, bye-laws.

Lesotho statistical yearbook
ZD.9.b.1836
Holdings: 2010-
CSD. 561/2
Includes demographic, economic and social data. Covers geography and climate, population, education, health, tourism, agriculture, foreign trade, national accounts, transport, money and banking, prices and prisons. Recent yearbooks are on the Lesotho Bureau of Statistics website http://www.bos.gov.ls/
Continuation of:

**Annual statistical bulletin**
CSD.561/2

**National accounts - Lesotho. Bureau of Statistics.**
CSD.588/38
Holdings: 1972/73; 1974/75; 1975/1984; 1980/1999; 2001/12-

**Parliamentary debates of the Senate, daily Hansards**
CSD.583/3
Holdings: June 1993-Feb. 1998; Feb. 2009-
The debates of the Senate contains ministers' statements and answers to the questions in the Parliament.

**Parliamentary Debates of the Interim National Assembly**
CSD.583/3

**Parliamentary Debates - National Assembly, daily Hansards**
OPE.9.x.686
Holdings: Feb. 2009-
In English or Sesotho.

CSD.583/3
Holdings: 1965-1969 [Unbound parts. Incomplete.]
Continuation of:

**Legislative Council Debates**
CSD.583/2
Holdings: 1961-1965 [Unbound parts. Incomplete.]
Continuation of:

**Basutoland Council proceedings**
CSD.555
Holdings: 1946-1958. Bound volumes

**Population census**
Holdings: 1911; 1946; 1956; 1976; 1986; 1996; 2006-
Each census has a different shelfmark. Please search http://explore.bl.uk for shelfmarks.
The census report brings forth an evaluation and analysis of the basic demographic data including data on population size and growth, fertility, population estimates and distribution, mortality and migration. Some census information is available on the Lesotho Bureau of Statistics website [http://www.bos.gov.ls/](http://www.bos.gov.ls/)
OPE.9.x.30
Holdings: 2002-

Speeches of the Prime Minister of Lesotho
CSD.588/71
[Miscellaneous speeches not catalogued separately. Last received in 2004. ]

Statistical reports - Lesotho. Bureau of Statistics
Various shelfmarks. Have numbering within year but shelved by subseries such as Transport and communications statistics below.

OPE.9.x.20
Holdings: 1992-1999 (1 vol.); 2002-

MALAWI

Government web page:
www.malawi.gov.mw

An alternative site for links is the Sustainable Development Network Programme at:
http://www.sdnp.org.mw/

National Statistics Office:
http://www.nsomalawi.mw/

This gives free access to census results, social and economic surveys, statistical yearbooks, national accounts, etc.

Originally known as the British Central African Protectorate, the territory was renamed Nyasaland in 1907. It joined Northern and Southern Rhodesia in 1953 to become the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland. Nyasaland became independent in 1964 and was renamed Malawi. The National Assembly is the unicameral legislature.

Acts
OGN.270(2)

CSC.19/10
Holdings: 1966-1988 [Ring binders with unfiled supplements]

Issued as a supplement to the Malawi government gazette.

Continuation of:
Ordinances - Nyasaland
CSC.21
Holdings: 1916-1964 [Unbound parts. Incomplete.]
Annual economic report – Malawi. Ministry of Economic Planning and Development
CSC.32/4
Holdings: 2006-

Continuation of:

Economic report - Malawi. Office of the President and the Cabinet
CSC.32/4

The report is an annual review of the economy of Malawi, with statistical tables throughout. Includes information on external trade and commodity markets, agriculture, natural resources, transport and communications, commerce and industry, banking and finance.

Annual economic survey - Malawi. National Statistical Office
CSC.5/8

The survey provides information on economic activities of private and public industries in Malawi. Summary results of the Annual Economic Survey from 1994-98 onwards are available at the National Statistical Office web site at:

Annual report of the work of the Malawi health sector – Malawi. Ministry of Health
OPE.9.x.208
Holdings: 2004/05-

Annual trade statistics report – Malawi. National Statistical Office
ZD.9.b.2034
Holdings: 2010-

Continuation of:

OPD.9.x.147
Holdings: 2002/04

Continuation of:

Annual statement of external trade - Malawi. National Statistical Office
CSC.15/3

Anti-Corruption Bureau annual report
OPE.9.x.22
Holdings: 1999/2000-

Approved estimates of expenditure on recurrent and capital budget for the financial year … Detailed estimates
Approved estimates of expenditure on recurrent and capital budget for the financial year ... Output based

**OPE.9.x.508**
Holdings: 2005/06-

Balance of payments - Malawi. National Statistical Office

**CSC.17/6**

Based on information found in several surveys conducted by the National Statistical Office. Financial data is provided by the Reserve Bank of Malawi and the Ministry of Finance.

Bills - Malawi

**CSC.21/4**

Bills are issued as a supplement to the Malawi government gazette.

Continuation of:

**Bills - Nyasaland**

**CSC.21/3**
Holdings: 1928-1964 [Unbound parts. Incomplete.]

Issued as a supplement to the Nyasaland Government Gazette


**CSC.31/21**

Statement of the Minister of Finance delivered in the National Assembly every year. Recent budget statements and other budget documents can be found at the web site of the Ministry of Finance, Economic Planning & Development


Consolidated annual appropriation accounts for the financial year ended ...

**CSC.18**
Holdings: 1999-

Continuation of:

Appropriation accounts, revenue statements and other public accounts

**CSC.18**

Continuation of:

Financial statements for ... and reports thereon by the Accountant-General and the Auditor-General ...

**CSC.18**
Continuation of:

**Report on the Accounts - Nyasaland Protectorate**
CSC.18
Detailed accounts of estimates and actual expenditures and revenue for the year.

**Development plan - Malawi**
Printed version: .......... 1965-1969 CSC. 31/19
Continuation of:

**Development plan - Nyasaland**
1962-1965 SPR.Mic.E.46
1947 SPR.Mic.E.45

**Financial statement for financial year ...**
CSC.31/20
Holdings: 1984/85; 2003/04-

**Daily debates (Hansard)**
OPE.9.x.434
Holdings: 2007-2008; 2010- [Unbound parts. Incomplete.]
Continuation of:

**Hansard official verbatim report of the debates - Malawi. National Assembly**
CSC.4/8
Contains verbatim debates, oral questions and answers, speeches and state address. Daily, unrevised edition.
AND

**Proceedings of Parliament - Malawi**
CSC.1/6
Holdings: 1964/65-1969/71
Revised version of the debates in bound volumes.
AND

**In the Parliament of Malawi: official report of the proceedings of the National Assembly**
CSC.4/8
Holdings: 1964-1965
Continuation of:

**Proceedings - Nyasaland. Legislative Assembly**
CSC.4
Holdings: 1963/64
Continuation of:
Proceedings - Nyasaland. Legislative Council  
CSC.4  

Laws of Malawi  
CSC.19/10 1969-1973 [Unbound parts. Incomplete.]  
CSC.19/12 1970  
Continuation of:  
Ordinances of the Nyasaland Protectorate  
CSC.19  
Holdings: 1915-1925; 1927-1946; 1949-1957

Laws of Nyasaland in force ...  
Holdings:  
1933....................... CSC.19/2  
1946....................... CSC.19/4  
1957....................... CSC.19/9

Malawi aid atlas  
OPE.9.x.1005  
Holdings: 2008/09-

Malawi government gazette  
OGN.270(2)  
1989-1992; 1994-1999 (in ring binders); 2010-  
General notices are included in the regular issues of the gazette. Acts, bills and government notices including rules and regulations are issued as supplements. The annual index is arranged chronologically by subject.  
Continuation of:  
Nyasaland Government Gazette  
OGN.270  
Continuation of:  
British Central Africa Gazette  
OGN.270  

Malawi statistical yearbook - Malawi. National Statistical Office  
OPE.9.x.918  
Holdings: 2009-  
CSC.5/7  
From 2001 onwards the Yearbook is available on the National Statistics Office website at: http://www.nsomalawi.mw/publications/statistical-yearbooks.html
The yearbook contains statistics on population, housing, health, education, tourism and migration, employment and earnings, agriculture, forestry, economic activities, electricity and water supply, banking and finance, income tax, prices, external trade and national accounts.

Continuation of:

**Compendium of statistics**  
CSC.17/3  
Holdings: 1965-66; 1970

**Quarterly statistical bulletin - Malawi. National Statistics Office**  
CSC.17/14  
Holdings: June 2001-

**Monthly statistical bulletin - Malawi. National Statistics Office**  
CSC.17/14  
Holdings: 1971-2001 [Incomplete but good holdings.]

Figures on a variety of economic indicators including imports, exports, transportation and agriculture are given. Recent statistical bulletins are available on the National Statistics Office website at: http://www.nsomalawi.mw/ (follow link from “latest publications”.)

**Population and housing census**  
Holdings:

- 1911 ......................... CSC.17
- 1945 ......................... CSC.17
- 1966 ......................... CSC.17/10
- 1977 ......................... CSC.5/16
- 1998 ......................... 16 volumes - see Explore the British Library for shelfmarks
- 2008 ......................... OPE.2011.x. 87 (Main report)
  - YD.2009.b.1715 (Preliminary report)
  - Analytical reports. 11 volumes – see http://explore.bl.uk
  - Library for shelfmarks

2008 census information is available on the National Statistical Office website  

**Regulations, Rules, etc**  
CSC.21/2(2)  

Continuation of:

**Proclamations, Rules, etc**  
CSC.21/2(2) [Unbound parts. Incomplete.]  
Holdings: 1964-1968

Issued as a supplement to the Malawi Government Gazette.

Continuation of:
Proclamations, Rules, etc - Nyasaland
CSC.21/2
Holdings: 1947-1964 [Unbound parts. Incomplete.]
Issued as a supplement to the Nyasaland Gazette.

Report and accounts - Reserve Bank of Malawi
CSC.5/3
Holdings: 2000-2010
Gives an account of the operations of the Bank and an overview of the world economy and the economic performance of Malawi. The Bank’s website offers full text of recent reports, research papers and a range of economic and financial statistics.

http://www.rbm.mw/
Continuation of:

Annual report and statement of accounts - Reserve Bank of Malawi
CSC.5/3

Report of the Auditor-General on the accounts of the Malawi Government
CSC.18/10
Revised estimate of expenditures, actual expenditures and over expenditures for each Ministry is given.

Report on the proceedings of the Public Accounts Committee meeting ... - Malawi.
Select Committee on Public Accounts
OPE.9.x.26
Holdings: 1997-

NAMIBIA

Government web portal :
http://www.gov.na/

Namibia Statistics Agency
Publications section includes census publications, labour force survey reports, national accounts, etc.

Namibia (formerly South West Africa) achieved independence from South Africa in 1990. The bicameral legislature consists of a National Assembly elected by proportional representation and National Council consisting of two members from each Regional Council.

Annual report - Bank of Namibia
OPE.9.x.365
Holdings: 2005-

The report presents the activities and the annual accounts of the Bank. Includes the report of the Registrar of Banks and Building Societies and the state of economy for the year. Reports from 1990 are available in full text at the Bank of Namibia web site at http://www.bon.com.na/

Annual report - Namibia. Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Information and Broadcasting
OPE.9.x.123
Holdings: 2001/02-

Annual report – Namibia. Ministry of Gender Equality and Child Welfare
OPE.9.x.39
Holdings: 2006-

Continuation of:

Annual report – Namibia. Ministry of Women Affairs and Child Welfare
OPE.9.x.39
Holdings: 2000-2001/02; 2004-2005

Annual report – Namibia. Ministry of Health and Social Services
OPE.9.x.1074
Holdings: 2005/06-

Annual report - Namibia. Ministry of Mines and Energy
OPE.9.x.34
Holdings: 2000/01-

Annual report – Namibia. Ministry of Regional and Local Government, Housing and Rural Development
OPE.9.x.783
Holdings: 2006/07-

Annual report: National Tuberculosis and Leprosy Control Programme – Namibia. Ministry of Health and Social Services
OPE.9.x.754
Holdings: 2007/08-

Bills see Government Gazette of the Republic of Namibia

Budget statement - Namibia. Ministry of Finance
OPE.9.x.38
Holdings: 2003/04-

Recent budget documents are on the Ministry of Finance website http://www.mof.gov.na/home
Debates of the National Assembly of Namibia
CSD.444/11

Continuation of:

Debates of the Legislative Assembly, South West Africa
CSD.444/11
Holdings: 1977-1980

The debates include answers to the questions in the Parliament, list of bills, list of the members and speeches of the Prime Minister and of the other ministers.

Continuation of:

Votes and proceedings of the Legislative Assembly, South West Africa
CSD.421
Holdings: 1927-1966

OPE.9.x.341
Holdings: 2010/13-

Estimates of revenue and expenditure for financial year ... - Namibia. State Revenue Fund
OPE.9.x.90
Holdings: 2003/04-

Government gazette of the Republic of Namibia
OGS.270
Holdings: 1991-
1996- Unbound parts. [Incomplete - good holdings.]

The regular issues of the Gazette contains acts, regulations and government notices.

Continuation of:

Official gazette of South West Africa
OGS.270
Holdings:

1921......................... Bound with 1915-1920 of earlier title.
1936.........................
1946-1969 ................. Bound volumes.
1970-1976 .................. Unbound parts. [Incomplete - poor holdings.]
1977-1982 .................. Unbound parts. [Incomplete - good holdings.]
1988-1989 .................. Unbound parts. [Incomplete - good holdings.]

Continuation of:

Official gazette of the Protectorate of South-West Africa in military occupation of the Union forces
OGS.270

**Laws of the Republic of Namibia**
CSD.441
Holdings: 1990-
Continuation of:

**Laws of South West Africa**
CSD.441
An annual compilation of the laws of the Republic of Namibia and is a part of the Government gazette.

**Medium term expenditure framework - Namibia. Ministry of Finance**
OPE.9.x.31
Holdings: 2003/04-2005/06-

**Namibia economic review and prospects - Namibian Economic Policy Research Unit**
OPE.9.x.19
Holdings: 1997/98-2000/01

**National accounts - Namibia. Planning Commission**
OPE.9.x.524
Holdings: 1980/1995; 1993/2001-
Includes external trade indexes, government income, expenditure, savings, imports and exports.

**National development plan - Namibia. National Planning Commission**
Holdings:
Namibia's fourth national development plan 2012/13-2016/17
OPE.2013.x.21

Third national development plan 2007/08-2011/12
OPE.2012.x.178

Vol. 1 - YA.1997.b.6232
Vol. 2 - YA.1998.b.18

**Population and housing census - Namibia. National Planning Commission**
OPE.2014.x.28 .......... 2011  Main report
OPE.2008.x.296 ........ 2001  Main and regional reports
CSD.444/45 .............. 1991  Preliminary report
CSD.444/44 .............. 1991  Administrative and methodological report

**Report of the … national HIV sentinel survey – Namibia. Ministry of Health and Social Services**
OPE.9.x.665
Holdings: 2002-

Statistical abstract - Namibia. Central Statistics Office
OPE.9.x.9
Holdings: No. 3 (1994); no. 6 (1999)
YA.1994.b.8801
Holdings: No. 2 (1993)

Various data on land and climate, population and vital statistics, health and housing, public order, education, labour, agriculture, transport, tourism, mining, water and electricity, banking, foreign trade and balance of payments.

Statistical report - Namibia. Ministry of Environment and Tourism
OPE.9.x.181
Holdings: 2004; 2006/7-

NIGERIA

The Government of Nigeria web site: www.nigeria.gov.ng

Full independence was achieved by the Federation of Nigeria in 1960 and it became a republic in 1963. The republic was overthrown by a military coup in January 1966. A bloody civil war ensued following the secession of the Eastern Region as Biafra in 1967.

The constitution promulgated in 1979 provided for a National Assembly consisting of the Senate and the House of Representatives. Following a military coup on December 31st 1983, parts of the constitution were modified or suspended and the National Assembly was replaced by a Supreme Military Council. Following another coup in 1985 the Supreme Military Council was renamed the Armed Forces Ruling Council and a Constitution Review Committee was appointed to revise the 1979 constitution. The new constitution promulgated in 1989 made minor revisions to the 1979 document, but the then government was dissolved by another military coup in 1993 and the 1979 constitution was restored. A Provisional Ruling Council took control of the government but civilian rule was restored in 1999.

Under a new constitution promulgated in 1999, legislative powers are vested in a National Assembly comprising an elected Senate and a House of Representatives.

Acts and statutory instruments
OPE.9.x.212
Holdings: 2000-2001; 2008-

Recent Acts and Bills are available on the National Assembly website

Annual abstract of statistics - Nigeria. Department of Statistics  
(later, National Bureau of Statistics)  
CSC.519/5  
Includes statistics on population and migration, social conditions, employment, 
education, production, transport and communications, external trade, balance of 
payments, prices, national accounts, public finance, banking and insurance.  
Recent editions are on the National Bureau of Statistics website 

Annual departmental reports relating to Nigeria and the British Cameroons , 1887-1960  
SPR.Mic.B.28/2  
Reports cover administration, finance, law enforcement, natural resources, education, 
medical services, social welfare, transport and public works, Post Office and 
telecommunications, and commerce. A guide to the collection is available on open access 
in the Social Sciences Reading Room at OPL.966.90043 and on the publisher’s website at: http://www.microform.co.uk/guides/R97002.pdf

Annual report and statement of accounts - Central Bank of Nigeria  
CSC.479/43  
The report reviews Nigeria’s economic and financial development, covering industrial 
and agricultural production, prices, foreign trade, housing and the social sector. Sections 
are devoted to international economic developments and information on the Bank’s 
operations. Annual reports and other publications are also available on the bank website at: http://www.cenbank.org/Documents/

Approved budget recurrent and capital estimates - Nigeria  
CSC.515/224  
Contains detailed and summary revenue estimates at the federal level. Description of 
responsibilities and detailed accounts of recurrent and capital expenditure for each 
government department and ministry are given.

Budget speech  
CSC.515/199  
Holdings: 1956-1999; 2009  
Each year the speech reviews the budget of the previous year, outlook for the year, main 
policy objectives, strategies and programme priorities for the year, revenue estimates, 
expenditure estimates, state and local government finance. Budget speeches and other 
budget documents are on the Budget Office website at: http://www.budgetoffice.gov.ng/
Byelaws  
CSC.500/3  
Holdings: 1917-1951  
Subsequently issued in Federation of Nigeria Gazette Supplement B.

CBN bullion  
Selected issues are on the Bank website:  
http://www.cenbank.org/documents/bullion.asp  
Contains articles on a wide range of economic issues relating to Nigeria.

CBN circulars  
Last 10 years are on the Bank website:  
http://www.cenbank.org/Documents/circulars.asp

Debates of the House of Representatives: official report  
Daily edition: CSC.504/9  
Holdings: 1956-1966  
Bound volumes: CSC.504/6  
Holdings: 1952-1966  
Daily edition: CSC.520/104  
Holdings: 1979-1980  
Bound volumes: CSC.520/104(2)  
Holdings: 1979  
Recent parliamentary debates are available on the National Assembly website  

Debates of the Senate: official report  
Daily edition: CSC.497/6  
Bound volumes: CSC.497/5  
Holdings: 1960/61-1965/66  
Daily edition: CSC.520/103  
Holdings: 1979-1980  
Bound volumes: CSC.520/103(2)  
Holdings: 1979  
Recent parliamentary debates are available on the National Assembly website  

Continuation of:  
Minutes of the Legislative Council  
CSC.497/3  
Holdings: 1924-1939 Unbound parts. [Incomplete.]  
Prior to 1924 the Minutes are to be found in the government gazettes.
Debates of the Legislative Council  
CSC.504 1923-1925; 1933-1951. Bound volumes.  
CSC.497 1926-1933. Unbound parts.

Digest of statistics - Nigeria. Federal Office of Statistics  
CSC.519  
Data presented are provided by the government agencies including some private establishments. All the data are given in tabular form. There are explanatory notes to facilitate the understanding of the tables. Statistics on population, national accounts, employment, production, consumption, prices, external trade, balance of payments, transport, public finance and banking are given.

Economic and financial review - Central Bank of Nigeria  
CSC.479/41  
Brief reviews and articles on current economic developments of the country are given. There are statistical tables on banking, international trade, money and capital markets, production, prices and government finance. Recent issues are available in full text at the Bank's website at: http://www.cenbank.org/documents/efr.asp

Estimates of the Government of Nigeria  
CSC.479/19  
(plus various unbound "Supplementary estimates")  
Includes revenue summary, summary of the budget and expenditure summary. Appendices are on the different funds.

Laws of Nigeria  
CSC.500/5  
CSC.500/2  
Holdings: 1923 + annual supplements to 1933  
This annual volume of the laws of the Federal Republic of Nigeria contains acts/ordinances and subsidiary legislation passed in each year.

Legal Notices  
CSC.500/13  
Holdings: 1954  
Subsequently issued in Federation of Nigeria Gazette Supplement B.

National development plan
Information on past developments is given with detailed plans for the economic sector including agriculture, commerce, forestry, transport and manufacturing. Social section includes health, education, housing and population. Project summaries and budget allocations are included.

**National rolling plan**

**Nigeria Handbook**
CSC.515/106

**Federal Republic of Nigeria Official Gazette**
OGN.200


Continuation of:

**Federation of Nigeria Official Gazette**
OGN.200

Continuation of:

**Nigeria Gazette**
OGN.200

Continuation of:

**Government gazette - Colony of Lagos**
OGN.200
Holdings: 1887-1898. Bound volumes
1900-1906. Unbound parts.

**Supplements**
CSC.503/4 1950-1972

Regular issues of the Gazette contain notices and administrative information. Supplements contain ordinances/acts, subsidiary legislation and local by-laws. Supplements for 1933-1939 are bound in separate volumes and filed at OGN.200. Supplements for 1940-1949 are bound with the main gazette. From 1964 most supplements were filed with the main gazette. A duplicate set of the Gazette 1887-1959
is held on microfilm at SPR.Mic.B.25/5.

Orders
CSC.502(2)
Holdings: 1925-1953. Unbound parts. [Incomplete.]
Subsequently issued in Federation of Nigeria Gazette Supplement B.

Orders in Council
CSC.502
Holdings: 1878-1953. Unbound parts. [Incomplete.]
Subsequently issued in Federation of Nigeria Gazette Supplement B.

Ordinances
CSC.500
Holdings:

1914-1920 ............... Bound volumes.
1921-32 .................. Unbound parts.
1933; 1935-1954....... Bound volumes.

Subsequently issued in Federation of Nigeria Gazette Supplement A.
Continuation of:

Ordinances - Colony of Southern Nigeria
CSC.500
Holdings: 1896; 1902-1913

Population census - Nigeria. National Population Commission

1931 ...................... CSC.473/6
1952/53 ................. CSC.499/10 and CSC.473/8
1963 ...................... CSC.473/101
1991 ...................... CSC.520/383

Results from the 2006 census are available on the National Population Commission website at: http://www.population.gov.ng/index.php/censuses

Proceedings - Constituent Assembly
CSC.520/27
Holdings: 1977-1978

Report of the Accountant-General together with financial statements ... 
CSC.479/3
The report fully explains the financial position of the Federal Government, including public debt, funded loans, general investments, revenue and expenditure. It also reviews the activities of the Treasury Department.
Continuation of:
Report on the accounts and finances
CSC.479/3
Holdings: 1935/36-1944/45
Continuation of:
Treasurer's report
CSC.479/3
Holdings: 1922/23-1934/35

Regulations
CSC.503
Holdings: 1912-1953. Unbound parts. [Incomplete - good holdings.]
Subsequently issued in Federation of Nigeria Gazette Supplement B.

Resolutions/Regulations and Orders
CSC.502/3
Holdings: 1933-1953. Unbound parts. [Incomplete.]
Subsequently issued in Federation of Nigeria Gazette Supplement B.

Rules
CSC.502/2
Holdings: 1901-1952. Unbound parts. [Incomplete.]
Subsequently issued in Federation of Nigeria Gazette Supplement B.

---

**SIERRA LEONE**

Sierra Leone Web - Provides access to general information about Sierra Leone, including current news, full text of key documents (including laws) and speeches, the activities of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission and an excellent database of links, including government websites.

http://www.sierra-leone.org/


Sierra Leone became independent in 1961. It was declared a republic on April 19th 1971, and a one party state based on the All People's Congress in 1978. The President was elected by delegates of the All People's Congress and there was a House of Representatives. A military coup on 29th April 1992 deposed the president and set up a National Provisional Ruling Council. The NPRC was reconstituted as the Supreme Council of State in July 1992, and the cabinet replaced by a Council of Secretaries. The chairman of the Supreme Council of State was in turn deposed by a further military coup on January 16th 1996. Presidential and Parliamentary elections in Feb.-March 1996 resulted in a new government led by President Kabbah. He was ousted in May 1997 by a group of junior officers. In February 1998 a Nigerian-led intervention force ousted the
junta in turn and restored President Kabbah. However civil war broke out again in 1999 and lasted until 2001 when the rebel Revolutionary United Front formally recognised the civil government of President Kabbah.

There is currently a unicameral legislature called the Parliament.

**Annual report – Anti-Corruption Commission**
OPE.9.x.282
Holdings: 2002-2003; 2006-

**Annual report and financial statements for the year …- Bank of Sierra Leone**
OPE.9.x.439
Holdings: 2008-

The most recent annual report is on the Bank website:

Continuation of:

**Annual report and statement of accounts … - Bank of Sierra Leone**
CSC.532/14

The report is in 3 parts. Part A discusses financial and economic developments during the past year, overview of the economy of the country, information on money and banking, finance, international trade, mining, agriculture, industry and prices. Part B is the report of the Board of Directors, auditor’s report and the balance sheet. Part C consists of statistical tables on money supply.

**Annual statistical digest - Sierra Leone. Central Statistics Office**
CSC.532/204
Holdings: 1968-1985; 2001; 2005/06-

The digest includes statistical data on geography, climate, population health, education, employment, national accounts, prices, transportation, foreign trade, balance of payments, banking and finance.

**BSL bulletin - Bank of Sierra Leone**
CSC.550/62
Holdings: 1997-2000; Jan./June 2006; Jan./June 2009

The bulletin discusses the economic issues affecting the country. There are speeches on various financial topics by the Bank's officials and contains public notices.

**Budget speech - Sierra Leone. Ministry of Finance**
CSC.532/12
Holdings: 1963-1986/87

The budget speech of the Minister of Finance includes budgetary performance of the previous year, the state of the country's economy, expenditure on salaries and wages, revenue, public expenditure, employment and direct taxation. Recent budget speeches can be found on the Ministry of Finance and Economic Development website at:
http://mofed.gov.sl/

**Census of population and housing - Sierra Leone. Central Statistical Office**

OPE.2008.x.369 .......... 2004, Final results  
CSC.523/4................. 1963, vol.1  
CSC.523/3................. 1963, Advance reports  
CSC.523/2................. 1921  
CSC.523 ................... 1881

Gives summary results of mortality, fertility and growth rate and data relating to education, housing construction and water supply. The 2004 ‘Final results’ are available online at [http://www.sierra-leone.org/Census/ssl_final_results.pdf](http://www.sierra-leone.org/Census/ssl_final_results.pdf)

**Debates - House of Representatives**  
CSC.550/2  
Holdings: 1958/59-1975/76

Continuation of:

**Debates - Legislative Council**  
CSC.540  
Holdings: 1922/23-1955/56/57

**Development plans**  
Holdings: 1946-

These have been individually catalogued. Please search [http://explore.bl.uk](http://explore.bl.uk) for shelfmarks.

**Economic review - Bank of Sierra Leone**  
CSC.532/19  
Holdings: 1966-1985

Statistical tables on banking, money supply, central government finance, balance of payments, international trade, agriculture, employment, industry and mining is presented. Recent economic reviews are available on the Bank’s website at: [http://www.bsl.gov.sl/economic_review.html](http://www.bsl.gov.sl/economic_review.html)

**Estimates of revenue and expenditure ... - Sierra Leone. Treasury**  
CSC.532/7  

Detailed estimates of revenue and expenditure for the national budget are given.

**Government budget and statement of economic and financial policies for ...**  
OPE.9.x.431  
Holdings: 2008; 2013-

Continuation of:

**Government budget and economic and financial policies for ...**
OPE.9.x.299  

**National accounts of Sierra Leone**  
CSC.532/21  
Holdings: 1963/64-1985/86

The national accounts of Sierra Leone present the estimates of national product, private consumption expenditure, capital formation, public sector transactions and consolidated accounts.

**The Sierra Leone gazette**  
OGS.190  
Holdings:  
1973-1986 ............... Unbound parts. [Incomplete - good holdings.]  
1987-1989 ............... Unbound parts. [Incomplete - poor holdings.]

Continuation of:  
**Sierra Leone Royal Gazette**  
Printed version: OGS.190  
Microform version: SPR.Mic.B.25/4  
Holdings: 1808-1961

**Supplements**

**Acts**  
CSC.541/5(8) 1961-1988

**Bills**  
CSC.541/5(3) 1947-1986  
CSC.541/2 1941-1946

**Government Notices**  
CSC.541/5(6) 1943-1956  
Consists of proclamations.

**Ordinances**  
CSC.541/5(4) 1939-1961

**Public notices**  
CSC.541/5(5) 1943-1988  
CSC.541/4 1949 only

**Trade marks**  
CSC.541/5(7) 1945-1985
SOMALIA

Somalia government website:
http://www.somaligov.net/

Somaliland government official web site
[Former British Protectorate in North West
which declared independence in 1991, but is
not recognised by international bodies - N.B.
NOT the Government of Somalia]
http://www.somalilandgov.com/home.htm

Independent website with Somaliland laws, issues of the Somaliland official gazette, etc.:
http://www.somalilandlaw.com/

The Northern part of Somaliland was created as a British Protectorate in 1884. The
Southern part belonged to two local rulers who in 1889 accepted Italian protection for
their lands. In 1940 Italy invaded British Somaliland but in 1941 the British recaptured
the territory as well as occupying Italian Somaliland. After the Second World War British
Somaliland reverted to colonial status and ex-Italian Somaliland became the UN Trust
Territory of Somaliland, administered by Italy.

The independent Somali Republic came into being on July 1st 1960, following the
merger of the British Protectorate and the Italian Trusteeship Territory of Somaliland. On
21st October 1969 Maj.-Gen. Barre took power in a coup. Various insurgent forces
opposed the regime and a civil war ensued. The constitution of 1984 made Somalia a
one-party state, with an elected President and People’s Assembly. Barre fled on 27th
January 1991 but inter factional fighting continued. In Aug. 1992 a new coalition
government agreed a UN military presence to back up famine relief efforts. On 11th
Dec. 1992 the leaders of the two most prominent warring factions agreed a peace plan
under the aegis of the UN and a pact was signed on 15th Jan. 1993. At the end of
March, the warring factions agreed to disarm and form a National Transitional Council.
UN forces left the country on March 2nd 1995.

The principal insurgent group in the North of the country, the Somali National
Movement, declared the secession of an independent Somaliland Republic on 17th May
1991, based on the territory of the former British Protectorate. The government rejected
the secession and launched a campaign to reoccupy the Republic in Jan. 1996.

Peace efforts in Djibouti culminated in July 2000 in the establishment of a power sharing
agreement and a national constitution to see Somalia through a three-year transition
period. The election of members of Parliament and a civilian government followed in
August 2000. However, fighting between the rival factions continued. Warlords and
politicians met in 2004 and signed a deal to set up a new parliament, which appointed a
new president. In 2005 the government moved from exile in Kenya to Jowhar, north of
the capital Mogadishu, but Islamists then gained control of the capital and much of the
south, forcing the government back into exile. After years of fighting against Al-Shabab
and other Islamist groups by Somali, Ethiopian and Kenyan forces, as well as intervention
by an African peacekeeping force (AMISOM), Somalia’s first formal parliament in more
than 20 years was sworn in and chose Hassan Sheikh Mohamud as President of the
Federal Government of Somalia in September 2012. Somaliland, which has been
relatively stable since declaring independence in 1991, has not taken part in this process
and has affirmed its independence.
The breakdown of government in Somalia has naturally led to a halt in official publishing.

**AMISOM review**

OPE.9.x.607

Holdings: Issue 1 (Aug. 2008)-


**Bills**

CSC.180/10

Holdings: 1958-1960

Issued as supplements to the Official Gazette.

**Annual volume of laws - Somaliland Protectorate**

CSC.180/8

Holdings: 1953

Continuation of:

**Laws enacted during ... - Somaliland Protectorate**

CSC.180/8

Holdings: 1950-52

**Bollettino Ufficiale - Somalia**

OGS.240/5(2)


Contains laws and decrees in Italian, English and Somali.

Supersedes:

**Somaliland Protectorate Gazette**

OGS.240

1942-1960. Unbound parts [Incomplete.]

Contains general administrative notices. Legal materials are issued in the following supplements to the gazette: Bills, Ordinances, Orders, Orders in Council, Government notices, and Proclamations.

**Development plans**

Holdings: 1963/67-

The Library holds various development plans which are catalogued separately. Please search [http://explore.bl.uk](http://explore.bl.uk) for shelfmarks.

**Government notices**

CSC.180/2

Holdings: 1941-1960

Issued as supplements to the Official Gazette.

**Laws of the Somaliland Protectorate**
CSC.162 ..................... 1923
CSC. 180/3.................. 1930-1938/39
CSC.180/7.................. 1950

Minutes of proceedings - Legislative Council
CSC.179
Holdings: 1958-1960
Issued as supplements to the Official Gazette.

Orders
CSC.180/9
Holdings: 1955 only
Issued as occasional supplements to the Official Gazette.

Orders in Council
CSC.180/4
Holdings: 1941-1960
Issued as supplements to the Official Gazette.

Ordinances
CSC.180
Holdings: 1906/07; 1931-39; 1941-1960

Proclamations
OGS.240/3
Holdings: 1946-1949
Issued as supplements to the Official Gazette.

The Somali gazette - British Military Administration
OGS.240/2
Holdings:

1946...................... Nos. 4-25, 27-28
1947...................... Nos. 1-17, 19, 21-25
1948...................... Nos. 1-9, 13, 15, 17-19
1949...................... Nos. 1-23
1950...................... Nos. 1-5

Supplement
OGS.240/3
Holdings:

1946...................... Nos. 1-8
1947...................... Nos. 1-8
1948...................... Nos. 1-2
1949...................... Nos. 1, 3-4
Somaliland in figures
OPE.9.x.23
Holdings: Ed. 3 (2000)-

Somaliland Protectorate notices
CSC.161
Holdings: 1900-1939
These are legal notices issued under various ordinances

Statistical abstract - Somalia. Central Statistical Department
CSC.182/102
Official statistical data of various aspects of the social and economic activities of the country are presented including finance, health, banking, prices, transport and communications industry, crime, population, education, and foreign trade. Information included is contributed by government departments and autonomous agencies.

SOUTH AFRICA

Government web site:
http://www.gov.za/
Site includes an overview of economic and social conditions in South Africa based on the current South Africa yearbook, speeches and policy statements on key political issues, and links to departmental and agency web sites. There is also an archive of documents including legislative materials (bills, acts and regulations), white and green papers and current consultative documents.

Unwembi's List of South African Government internet sites:

Privately maintained alphabetical list of South African government web sites.

The Union of South Africa was formed in 1910 by the merger of Cape Colony, Natal, the Transvaal and the Orange Free State as a self-governing dominion under the British Crown. Parliament consisted of a Senate and a House of Assembly.

The Senate was abolished in 1980 and the legislature became unicameral until a new constitution, approved in a referendum by white voters in 1983 and in force from Sept. 3rd 1984, created a three-part Parliament consisting of a House of Assembly for Whites, a House of Representatives for the Coloureds and a House of Delegates for the Indians. Africans were without representation.

Following the dismantling of Apartheid, an interim constitution came into force on 27th April 1994. Under it the National Assembly and the Senate formed a Constitutional Assembly with the task of drafting a definitive Constitution. This came into force on 4th February 1997. Under the present constitution Parliament consists of a National
Assembly and the National Council of Provinces which replaced the Senate as the upper house.

Acts - South Africa
CSD.244/4


The University of Pretoria's Laws of South Africa database has current and historical versions of Acts and Regulations: http://www.lawsofsouthafrica.up.ac.za/

These are also available via the SAFLII (Southern African Legal Information Institute) website which also has numbered Acts from 1993 onwards: http://www.saflii.org/

Annual economic report - South African Reserve Bank
P.P.8000.be
Holdings: 1961-1981. [Incomplete.]

The report gives a survey of the economy of the country. There are sections on domestic economic developments, foreign trade and payments, monetary developments and interest rates, financial markets and public finance. Reports from 1997-2007 (it was then incorporated into the Bank’s annual report) are available in full text at the Bank's web site at http://www.resbank.co.za/

Annual report – South African Reserve Bank
OPF.9.x.363
Holdings: 2003-

Reports for the last 15 years are available on the Bank’s web site: https://www.resbank.co.za/Pages/default.aspx

Bills
CSD.252/7


Budget review
CSD.298/378
Holdings: 1998; 2001; 2004; 2006-2007; 2009-

Budget documentation (including speeches, reviews and webcasts) from 1993 onwards is available online at the National Treasury web site at http://www.treasury.gov.za/#

Budget speech
CSD.211/35: 1962/63; 1983/84
CSD.298/376: 1998; 2001; 2004; 2006-
Bulletin of Statistics
CSD.257/40
Holdings: Vol.1, 1967- vol. 21, 1987
Published quarterly in Afrikaans and English. Compilation covering population, tourism, migration, employment, production and consumer prices, agriculture, mining, manufacturing, foreign trade, public finance, transport and national accounts. Issues from 2001 are available on the Statistics South Africa website at: http://www.statssa.gov.za/ (Search for ‘Bulletin of statistics’ within the site and then click on ‘Past publications (archive)’).

Debates of the Senate
CSD.251

Debates of the House of Assembly
CSD.252

Debates of the National Assembly
CSD.298/341
A searchable version of the debates is available from 1999 in full text at the Parliament web site at http://www.parliament.gov.za/. Use Advanced Search to access or follow the Publications link on the home page.
Part continuation of:

Debates of Parliament (Hansard)
OPE.9.x.17
Holdings: No. 8, 1988 - no. 31, 1994. [Incomplete but good holdings.]

Debates of the National Council of Provinces - South Africa
CSD.298/343
Holdings: 1998-June 2002
A searchable version of the debates is available from 1999 in full text at the Parliament web site at http://www.parliament.gov.za/. Use Advanced Search to access or follow the Publications link on the home page.

Demographic statistics
CSD.298/369
Holdings: 1993; 1995

Economic Development Programme
CSD.212/45

Estimates of national expenditure - South Africa. National Treasury
CSD.298/377
Holdings: 2001-2002; 2006-2007; 2009-

**Focus on South Africa**
CSD.298/293
Holdings: 1988-1993

Ceased publication. Contains articles on politics, economy, tourism, music, television, education, foreign policy, books, medicine, agriculture, sports, and business.

**Foreign trade statistics - South Africa. Statistics South Africa**
CSD.236

Continuation of:

**Annual statement of the trade and shipping of ...**
CSD.236
Holdings: 1906-1955

Text in Afrikaans and English.

**General household survey – South Africa. Statistics South Africa**
OPE.9.x.84
Holdings: 2002-2008; 2010-

**Government gazette= Staatskoerant - South Africa**
OGS.250/8
Holdings: 1961-

[Mainly bound volumes up to 1978, and from 2002 onwards. Unbound parts otherwise. Mainly good holdings but few parts held for 1983-1988.]

Continuation of:

**Union of South Africa government gazette**
OGS.250

Text in Afrikaans and English. Includes laws, regulations, notices, green and white papers and an index.

**Joint sittings of both houses of Parliament [ Debates]**

CSD.251/3 ............... 1925-1936
CSD.254/8 ............... 1953-1980
CSD.298/345 ............ 1998-2001 [Very incomplete.]

**Joint sittings of both houses of Parliament [Minutes]**
CSD.298/362
Holdings: 1999-2002

**Minutes of proceedings of extended public committees - National Assembly**
CSD.298/364
Holdings: 1999.

**Minutes of proceedings of the National Assembly**  
CSD.298/361  

**Minutes of proceedings of the House of Assembly**  
CSD.298/237  
Holdings: 1964-1981  
Describes what was done in the House as opposed to what was said. Includes annual indexes.  
Continuation of:  
**Minutes and proceedings of the House of Assembly**  
CSD.239/11  
Holdings: 1961-1963  
Continuation of:  
**Votes and proceedings of the House of Assembly**  
CSD.239/11  
Holdings: 1910/11-1961

**Minutes of proceedings of the National Council of Provinces**  
CSD.298/367  
Records what was done in the Council as opposed to what was said.

**Minutes of proceedings of the Senate**  
CSD.239/13  
Holdings: 1910/11-1954  
Records what was done in the Senate as opposed to what was said. 1910/11 and 1912 volumes contain the full text of Acts. Includes Sessional Committee reports from 1918. Includes annual index.

**Order papers - National Assembly**  
CSD.298/363  
These are the agendas of the National Assembly

**Order papers - National Council of Provinces**  
CSD.298/365  
These are the agendas of the National Council of Provinces.

**Population census**
1926..................... CSD.239/11 and CSD. 205/4
1931..................... CSD. 239/11 and CSD. 205/5
1936..................... CSD. 239/11 and CSD. 205/6(2)
1946..................... CSD. 205/8
1960..................... CSD. 257/18
1980..................... CSD. 298/229
1990..................... YA. 2001. B. 1716
1996..................... CSD.298/337 (Preliminary estimates)

Some information from recent censuses is available on the Statistics South Africa website at: http://www.statssa.gov.za/

Printed annexures to votes and proceedings of the House of Assembly
CSD.239/11
Holdings: 1910/11-1964
Compilation of papers and reports presented to Parliament.

Quarterly labour force survey – South Africa. Statistics South Africa
OPE.9.x.309
Holdings: 2008-

Questions and replies of the National Assembly
CSD.298/342
Holdings: 2000-2004 [Very incomplete.]

Continuation of:

Interpellations, questions and replies of the National Assembly
CSD.298/342
Holdings: 1996-2000 [Incomplete.]

Questions and replies of the National Council of Provinces
CSD.298/344
Holdings: 1998-2004 [Incomplete.]

Question papers - National Assembly
CSD.298/368
Holdings: 2000-2002 [Incomplete.]

Question papers - National Council of Provinces
CSD.298/366
CSD.211/3
Holdings: 1940/41-1983/84
Text in English and Afrikaans. The report comprises a general report, finance and revenue statements, reports on the votes and fixed statutory appropriations and the State Revenue Accounts and statements and reports relating to various funds and accounts. Various recent reports are available on the Auditor-General's web site at http://www.agsa.co.za/. Follow the links under Documents from the home page.

Reports from Sessional and Select Committees - Senate
CSD.239/12
Holdings: 1910/1911-1980

Reports of Select Committees - South Africa. Parliament
CSD.250
Holdings: 1910/11-1982
Text in English and Afrikaans. Each report of is on a different topic like public accounts, native affairs etc. For 1910 to 1940, most sessional papers are printed either in the Printed annexures to the votes and proceedings of the House of Assembly or in the Reports of Select Committees.

South Africa yearbook
YD.2014.a.3568
Holdings: 2005/06
CSD.275/13
Holdings: 1994; 1997-98; 2001/02
The yearbook is available on the Government Communication and Information System (GCIS) website from the 2001/02 edition at http://www.gcis.gov.za/content/resourcecentre/sa-info/yearbook
Continuation of:

South Africa - official yearbook
CSD.275/13
Holdings 1974-1987/88; 1991/92
Presents an overview of the economic and social conditions of South Africa, together with information on natural resources, government, education, healthcare and administration of justice.
Continuation of:

Official year book of the Union ...
CSD.257/5
Holdings: 1916-1960

South African Statistics
Current issue: OPL. 968.00212
Earlier issues: CSD.257/201
Holdings: 1968-1986; 1994-95; 2000-
Text in Afrikaans and English. This is the main statistical compilation covering all facets of national life. The Statistics South Africa website at: http://www.statssa.gov.za gives access to a wide range of current and archival statistical reports, releases and publications on many aspects of South African social and economic life. Time series data are also available free, but registration is required.

**Statistical release - South Africa. Statistics South Africa**
CSD.206/16
Holdings: 1961-2001 [Incomplete.]

Subsequent Statistical releases are available on the Statistics South Africa web site. Follow the links from the ‘Find Statistics’ or ‘Publications’ tabs on the home page at http://www.statssa.gov.za

**Stats in brief (was Statistics in brief) – South Africa. Statistics South Africa**
CSD.298/327
Holdings: 1996-

A brief compilation of statistics on demography, housing, labour, health and welfare, mining, education, energy, construction, transport, national accounts, government finance and prices.

**Statutes of the Republic of South Africa**

- CSD.253 ................. 1910-1967 annual volumes
- CSD.253/5 .............. 1910-1929 consolidation (with amendments to 1932)
- CSD.253/46 ............. 1910-1947 consolidation
- CSD.253/202 ........... 1910-1969 loose-leaf consolidation
- CSD.253/201 .......... 1969-2010 (unfiled updates - incomplete.)

**Treaty series - South Africa**
CSD.268
Holdings: 1926-1990

**Truth and Reconciliation Commission**

The Truth and Reconciliation Commission was set up to help deal with human rights abuses under apartheid. The web site includes full text transcripts of amnesty hearings and decisions, human rights violations hearings and some victim submissions, and transcripts of special hearings. Printed transcripts are held at the University of Cambridge Library.

SWAZILAND

Official web site of the Swaziland government: http://www.gov.sz/

Includes links to Ministry web sites and full text of current issue of Swaziland Today, a government newsletter.

Swaziland became independent on 6th September 1968. The country is an absolute monarchy. A new constitution, signed by the King in 2005 and introduced in 2006, cemented his rule. Parliament consists of a House of Assembly (part elected, part appointed by the monarch) and a House of Senators (appointed by the monarch and the House of Assembly). Political parties are banned, but illegal parties and trade unions do campaign for greater democracy. There is also a traditional Swazi National Council which advises the King on Swazi law and custom.

Annual performance report – Swaziland. Ministry of Economic Planning and Development
OPE.9.x.951
Holdings: 2011-

Continuation of:

Domestic economic performance – Swaziland. Ministry of Economic Planning and Development
OPE.9.x.861
Holdings: 2010-

Continuation of:

Economic performance report – Swaziland. Ministry of Economic Planning and Development
OPE.9.x.859
Holdings: 2009-

Continuation of:

Performance report – Swaziland. Ministry of Economic Planning and Development
OPE.9.x.274
Holdings: 2005/06-2008/09

Annual performance report – Swaziland. Ministry of Tinkhundla Administration and Development
OPE.9.x.693
Holdings: 2008/09; 2013/14-
Tinkhundla are administrative subdivisions. There are 55 tinkhundla in Swaziland.

**Annual report - Central Bank of Swaziland**  
OPE.9.x.255  
Holdings: 2004/05-  
The report covers Swaziland’s economy, internal economic developments, balance of payments, public finance, external debt and local government. Also describes the operations of the Bank. Recent reports and other publications are available on the Bank’s website at: [http://www.centralbank.org.sz/publications/index.php](http://www.centralbank.org.sz/publications/index.php)

**Annual report – Swaziland. Conciliation, Mediation & Arbitration Commission**  
OPE.9.x.899  
Holdings: 2008; 2013-  

**Annual report - Swaziland. Department of Labour**  
CSD.468  
Holdings: 1964-1985  
Records developments in, and statistics of, employment, wages, and prices.

**Annual statistical bulletin - Swaziland. Department of Statistics**  
CSD.467/2  
Holdings: 1966-2000  
The bulletin covers land and climate, population and vital statistics, migration, tourism, agriculture, foreign trade, transport and communication, mining, fuel and power, employment and earnings, industry, commerce and construction, banking and insurance, public finance, national accounts, prices and cost of living, education and health.

**Budget speech - Swaziland. Ministry of Finance**  
CSD.481/17  
Holdings: 1973-1983; 2004-  
Budget speech covers government income and expenditure, an economic review of the year, the international economic scene, the impact of external economic events on the domestic economy and the financial position of the government. Recent budget speeches are available on the government website at: [http://www.gov.sz/](http://www.gov.sz/) - select “Ministry of Finance” and follow links.

**Development plan - Swaziland. Ministry of Economic Planning and Development**  
Each development plan has a different shelfmark. Please search [http://explore.bl.uk](http://explore.bl.uk) for shelfmarks.  
Holdings: 1963/66-1996/97  
Development plans are issued every 3 years and revised annually at the time of the budget. Each plan reviews Swaziland’s economy and international economic developments, and outlines the economic outlook for the coming three years. A section
is devoted to sectoral development programmes describing the main development activities, policy measures and institutional reforms. Appendices are a useful source of economic and social statistical data.

**Employment and wages - Swaziland. Central Statistical Office**  
CSD.491/19  
Holdings: 1970/71-1984  
Includes detailed analysis of employment and wages in private and public sectors and labour and industrial relations statistics.

**Estimates of revenue and expenditure for the .... - Swaziland**  
CSD.458  
Holdings: 1949/50-1986/87  
OPE.9.x.266  
Holdings: 2004/07-  
Details of revenue, recurrent and capital expenditures is given. Each government department outlines its objectives and the main activities at the beginning of each section.

**Laws - Government Committee, Swaziland**  
CSD.470/3  
Holdings: 1891/92  

**Laws of Swaziland**  
CSD.470 (1949)  
CSD.470/9 (1959)  
Consolidated editions.

**Medium Term Budget Review - Ministry of Finance**  
OPE.9.x.71  
Holdings: 2003/04-  

**Minutes of the Re-constituted European Advisory Council**  
CSD.457  
Holdings: 1949-64  

**National accounts - Swaziland. Central Statistical Office**  
CSD.491/17  
Holdings: 1973-1978/84  

**News from Swaziland - Swaziland. Government Information Services**  
CSD.491/7  
Holdings: 1979-1989  

**Official verbatim report (Hansard) - Swaziland. Senate**  
(Title varies, e.g. *Official Report (Hansard) ... - Swaziland. Senate*)
CSD.451/2(1)
Holdings: 1967-1997 [Incomplete]; 2003-

Senate debates on various topics. Includes list of Senators, members of the Cabinet and Parliamentary officers.

Part continuation of:

Debates - Legislative Council
CSD.451/2
Holdings: 1964-1967

Official report (Hansard) - Swaziland. House of Assembly
(1990-1995 issues entitled 'Proceedings' or 'Weekly Proceedings')
CSD.451/2(2)

Similar to Senate debates.

Official report (Hansard) ...- Swaziland. Joint sitting of both Houses of Parliament
CSD.491/39

Orders in Council, proclamations and principal government notices
CSD.470/8
Holdings: 1903-1908

Report by the Auditor General on the work of the Office of the Auditor General and on the accounts of the Government of the Kingdom of Swaziland for the financial year ended ... - Swaziland. Office of the Auditor General.
OPE.9.x.36
Holdings: 2003-

State Opening of Parliament ... : speech from the Throne
OPE.9.x.55
Holdings: 2004-

Statutes of Swaziland
CSD.470/13

Swaziland census – Swaziland

Holdings:
1946......................... CSD.475
1956......................... CSD.475/1
1966......................... CSD.475/2
1976......................... CSD.475/1
1986......................... CSD.491/44 (vol. 1); CSD.491/45 (vol. 2); CSD.491/46
.............................................. vol.3); CSD.491/47 (vol. 4)
1997......................... OPE.2004.x.98 (vol. 4 - Analytical report)
The 1986 census is in 4 volumes. Vols. 1 and 3 are devoted to population characteristics. Vol. 2 is a methodological report. Analytical reports on population distribution, age and sex breakdowns, fertility, mortality, internal migration and urbanization, education, economic activities and labour force are included in Vol. 4.


Swaziland government gazette
OGS.320
Holdings:
1875-1985 Unbound parts. [Incomplete but good holdings.]
2006- Unbound parts. [Incomplete.]

Regular issues of the gazette contain general notices. Supplements are devoted to acts, bills and legal notices.

Supplement
CSD.470/12
Holdings: 1964-1978

The Gazette supplement contains bills, legal notices, orders, etc.

Swaziland human development report
OPE.9.x.28
Holdings: 2000; 2007-

Swaziland legislation
CSD.470/7
Holdings: 1965-1968

Continuation of:
Swaziland proclamations...
CSD.470/7
Holdings: 1944; 1952-1964

Quarterly digest of statistics - Swaziland. Central Statistical Office
CSD.491/4
Holdings: 1974-1977

Continuation of:
Statistical news and economic indicators - Swaziland. Central Statistical Office
CSD.491/4
Holdings: 1971-1974
Statistical news on imports by commodities, domestics exports, production and sales of crops, retail prices index, balance of payments, and tourism.

**Tourism statistics**
OPE.9.x.719
Holdings: 2007-

**Treasury annual report for the financial year ... - Swaziland. Treasury**
OPE.9.x.37
Holdings: 2003-

---

**TANZANIA**

German East Africa was conquered by the allies in the First World War and was subsequently divided between the Portuguese, the Belgians and the British. The country was administered as a League of Nations mandate until 1946 and then as a UN Trusteehip Territory until 9th December 1961. Tanganyika (Tanzania) became independent on that date. On 26th April 1964 Tanganyika, Zanzibar and Pemba combined to form Tanzania.

There is a unicameral National Assembly known as the Bunge.
Includes budget speeches, Acts, government reports, government gazette issues, and other government publications.

Tanzania Online: [http://www.tzonline.org/](http://www.tzonline.org/)
A gateway to development issues in Tanzania, this is a UNDP/UN, Government of Tanzania and Economic and Social Research Foundation (ESRF) initiative to address problems faced by Government officials, policy makers, private sector, civil society, donor community, researchers and academicians accessing information on development issues in Tanzania.

**Acts**
CSC.209/9 1962-1964
CSC.209/14 1965-19

Issued as supplements to the Tanzania Gazette.

**Annual general report of the Controller and Auditor General on the audit of the financial statements of the central government for the year ended ...**
OPE.9.x.836
Holdings: 2012-

**Annual plan**
CSC.218/15
Annual report – Bank of Tanzania  
CSC.202/7  
Holdings: 2003/2004-

Continuation of:

Economic and operations report – Bank of Tanzania  
87; 1999- [Incomplete.]  
CSC.202/7  

Text in English and Swahili

The report describes the economic situation with special reference to financial development and bank policies. Reviews bank operations. Reports and other Bank publications are available in full text on the Bank of Tanzania website at: https://www.bot-tz.org/Publications/PublicationsAndStatistics.asp

Annual survey of industrial production  
OPE.9.x.61  
Holdings: 1999/2000-

Part continuation of:

Survey of industrial production  
CSC.220/26  
Holdings: 1969- [Check holdings]

Basic education statistics in Tanzania (BEST): national data  
OPE.9.x.137  
Holdings: 1995/2005-

Bills

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date Range</th>
<th>Holdings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1944-1964</td>
<td>1944-1964</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Issued as supplements to the Tanzania gazette. Recent Bills can be tracked on the Parliament website at: http://www.parliament.go.tz/index.php

Budget digest  
OPE.9.x.703  
Holdings: 2006/07-

Budget speech  
OPE.9.x.750  
Holdings: 2006/07-
Economic bulletin - Bank of Tanzania
CSC.220/77
Holdings: 1971- [Incomplete.]
Published quarterly and discusses overall economic development of the country. Bulletins and other Bank publications are available in full text on the Bank of Tanzania website at: https://www.bot-tz.org/Publications/PublicationsAndStatistics.asp

Economic survey
CSC.183/9
Published in English and Swahili editions. The survey is in 3 parts. Part 1 present brief general review of the economy. Part 2 gives detailed discussion of most economic trends including topics like output, income, external trade, balance of payments, public finance and banking, employment, wages and international economic situation. Part 3 is devoted to sectoral development. Recent surveys are available on the Ministry of Finance website at: http://www.mof.go.tz/
Continuation of:
Annual economic survey
CSC.183/9
Holdings: 1969

Employment and earnings survey – National Bureau of Statistics
OPE.9.x.1039
Holdings: 2007; 2012-
OPE.2009.x.101
Holdings: 2001
Continuation of:

Survey of employment and earnings - Tanzania. Bureau of Statistics
CSC.196/9
Holdings: 1968-1979/80
Continuation of:

Employment and earnings in Tanganyika
CSC.196/9
Holdings: 1961-1967
Annually conducted by the Bureau of Statistics. The survey includes topics like employment by terms of employment and major industries, annual wage bill by industries, by public services sector, indices of wages and prices, total employment and average earnings.

Estimates of public expenditure consolidated fund services ... - Tanzania. National Assembly
CSC.220/29
Holdings: 1977/78-1983/84
Includes consolidated fund services and supply votes.
Estimates of the revenue and expenditure...
CSC.183/6
Text in English and Swahili. Detailed estimates of revenues and expenditure are given including topics like customs, posts and telegraph, taxes and licences, railways and land sales. Also includes revenue and expenditures of different government departments and services. Includes tables.

Financial statement and revenue estimates for the year . - Tanzania. National Assembly
CSC.220/59
Holdings: 1981/82-1985/86
Presents the revenue estimates and financial statements as submitted to the National Assembly.

Gazeti - Jamhuri ya Muungano wa Tanzania
OGT.10
Holdings: 1976- [Incomplete.]
Text in Swahili. Contains government administrative notices and announcements. See below for English editions.

Gazette of the Republic of Tanzania (formerly Gazette of the United Republic of Tanzania)
OGT.10/4
Holdings: 1965-1976. Unbound parts. [Incomplete.]
Text in English and Swahili. There is no index.
Continuation of:

Gazette of the United Republic of Tanganyika and Zanzibar
OGT.10/4
Holdings: Apr.-Dec. 1964 only
Continuation of:

Tanganyika gazette (formerly Tanganyika Territory gazette)
OGT.10
Holdings: 1937-1964. Unbound parts. [Incomplete but very good holdings.]
Contains government administrative notices and announcements. Text in English.

Supplement. Registered teachers
OGT.10/3
There is a microform version of the Gazette from 1919 to 1961 available at SPR.Mic.B.25/8.

Guidelines for the preparation of medium term plan and budget framework for …
OPE.9.x.211
Holdings: 2003/04-2005/06-
Jihadhari
OPE.9.x.370
Holdings: No. 3 (Jan/June 2006)-

Newsletter of the Zanzibar AIDS Control Programme. In Swahili and English.

Laws in force

CSC.209/2............... 1928
CSC.209/11............. 1947
CSC.209/18............... Annual supplement 1995

Majadiliano ya Bunge Taarifa Rasmi
CSC.190/16

Text in Swahili. Includes verbatim debates, parliamentary questions and answers.

Continuation of:
Parliamentary debates - Tanganyika National Assembly
CSC.187/3(2)
1961-1965

Continuation of:
Debates (formerly Proceedings) of the Legislative Council, Tanganyika
CSC.208
Holdings: 1926/27-1961

Minutes - Legislative Council
CSC.187
Holdings: 1941-1959

Issued as supplements to the Gazette

MKUKUTA annual implementation report – Ministry of Planning, Economy and Empowerment
OPE.9.x.797
Holdings: 2007/08-

MKUKUTA is a Kiswahili acronym for the National Strategy for Growth and Reduction of Poverty. This report looks at progress towards the aims of the “National strategy for growth and reduction of poverty II” (2010) held at BL shelfmark OPE.2012.x.158. Reports, etc., are also available on a dedicated website: http://www.povertymonitoring.go.tz/

Monetary policy statement – Bank of Tanzania
OPE.9.x.325
Holdings: 2005; 2007-
Published in January and June, these and other Bank publications are also available in full text on the Bank of Tanzania website at: [https://www.bot-tz.org/Publications/PublicationsAndStatistics.asp](https://www.bot-tz.org/Publications/PublicationsAndStatistics.asp)

**National accounts of Tanzania mainland**

OPE.9.x.417

**National Bureau of Statistics**

The main gateway to statistical information on Tanzania. It gives access to reports of demographic, social and economic surveys and some census results. [http://www.nbs.go.tz/](http://www.nbs.go.tz/)

**National HIV and AIDS response report – Tanzania Commission for AIDS (TACAIDS)**

ZD.9.a.2006
Holdings: 2010-

Reports and other TACAIDS publications are also available on its website: [http://www.tacaids.go.tz/](http://www.tacaids.go.tz/)

**Ordinances**

CSC.209 .................... 1921-1928
CSC.209/5 .................... 1929-1951
CSC.209/7 .................... 1944-1960


CSC.182/2 .................... 1931, Non-native census
CSC.182 .................... 1931, African population
CSC.182/3 .................... 1948, Non-native census
CSC.182/4 .................... 1952, Non-native census
CSC.220/18 .................... 1957, African population
CSC.182/5 .................... 1957, Non-native census report
CSC.579/20 .................... 1958
CSC.220/40 .................... 1967
CSC.220/70 .................... 1978
OPE.2014.x.159 ............ 2012, Basic demographic and social profile

Other 2002 census volumes are catalogued separately. Please search [http://explore.bl.uk](http://explore.bl.uk) for shelfmarks.

Some census reports are available on the National Bureau of Statistics website [http://www.nbs.go.tz/](http://www.nbs.go.tz/)

**Poverty and human development report – MKUKUTA Monitoring System**

OPE.9.x.320
Holdings: 2002; 2005-
**Quarterly statistical bulletin - Tanzania. National Bureau of Statistics**

CSC.196/10
Holdings: 1974-1984

The bulletin includes tables of statistics on population, migration, climate, national accounts, agriculture, forestry, electricity, foreign trade, finance, transport, tourism and prices.

Continuation of:

**Monthly statistical bulletin**
CSC.196/3 1951-1964
CSC.196/10 1964-1974

Continuation of:

**Monthly statistical supplement**
CSC.196/2
Holdings: 1949

**Rolling plan and forward budget - Tanzania. Ministry of Finance**
CSC.220/78

Replaces five year development plans issued from 1946 onwards which are separately catalogued. See the Online Catalogue for shelfmarks.

**Speech by the Minister of Finance ... introducing to the National Assembly the estimates of public revenue and expenditure for the financial year ...**
ZD.9.a.2002
Holdings: 2014/15-

**Subsidiary Legislation**
CSC.209/16
Holdings: 1964-1993; 1998- [Incomplete.]

Issued as supplement to the official gazette.

Continuation of:

**Government Notices**
CSC.209/7 1937; 1942-1943
CSC.209/7(1) 1932; 1937-1938; 1944-1964; 1968

Consists of subsidiary legislation issued as a supplement to the official gazette.

**Summary statement of appropriation accounts, statement of revenue, and other public accounts for financial year . - Tanzania. Ministry of Finance**
OPE.9.x.33
Holdings: 1999/2000; 2010-

**Tanzania statistical abstract - Tanzania. National Bureau of Statistics**
Current issue: OPL967.800212
Earlier issues: CSC.196/5
Holdings: 1938/51-1995; 2002-

Statistics on climate, government, population, employment, national accounts, agriculture, industry, education and health are included.

UGANDA

Uganda became a British Protectorate in 1894, the province of Buganda being recognised as a separate kingdom under its Kabaka. It was granted internal self-government in 1961 with federal status for Buganda. It became independent in 1962 and a Republic with Dr Milton Obote as President in 1967. Dr Obote was overthrown by General Idi Amin in 1971. Following a period of widespread oppression, General Amin was overthrown in 1979. Dr Obote was restored as President in 1980 but was overthrown in 1985 and replaced by Lt General Yoweri Museveni.

Under the Independence Constitution a unicameral National Assembly replaced the Legislative Council. This arrangement lasted until 1971 when democratic institutions were abolished under the rule of Idi Amin (1971-79). Following the overthrow of Idi Amin there was an Interim Parliament which acted as the Supreme Legislative Body until 1980. This was replaced by the Fourth Parliament which lasted until the government was overthrown in a military coup in 1985. In 1986 the National Resistance Movement under Lt. General Museveni came to power and set up the National Resistance Council. This lasted until 1994 when a Constituent Assembly was established to finalise the new constitution which came into force in 1996. Under this constitution the supreme legislative body is the unicameral Parliament of Uganda, while Museveni has remained as President winning "non-party" elections in 1996 and 2001. Multi-party politics was restored in 2005 and Museveni’s National Resistance Movement won the 2011 election.

President of Uganda’s web gateway: http://www.statehouse.go.ug/index.php

Acts - see Statutes

Annual budget monitoring report
OPE.9.x.972
Holdings: 2010/11-

Recent years are available on the Ministry of Finance, Planning and Economic Development website at: http://www.finance.go.ug/

Annual budget performance report
OPE.9.x.210
Holdings: 2005/06-
Recent years are available on the Ministry of Finance, Planning and Economic Development website at: http://www.finance.go.ug/

**Annual report - Bank of Uganda**
OPE.9.x.4
Holdings: 1999/2000-

The report gives an overview of Uganda's economic, financial and monetary policies and development, government budgetary operations and external sector developments. Reports from 1997/98 are available in full text on the Bank's website at https://www.bou.or.ug/bou/publications_research/Publications_Overview.html

**Annual report - Uganda Human Rights Commission**
OPE.9.x.49
Holdings: 2001/02-

Some recent reports and other publications are available on the Commission website at: http://www.uhrc.ug/

**Approved estimates of revenue and expenditure (recurrent and development) ... for the year ending.**
OPE.9.x.21
Holdings: 2001/02-

**Approved estimates of development expenditure**
CSC.253/11

Continuation of:

**Estimates of development expenditure**
CSC.253/11
Holdings: 1964/65-1972/73

Contains approved estimates of development expenditure of government departments. Most of the information is in tabular form.

**Approved estimates of recurrent expenditure**
CSC.253/10
Holdings: 1986/87-1988/89

Continuation of:

**Estimates of recurrent expenditure ... - Uganda**
CSC.253/10
Holdings: 1964/65-1970/71

Summary of the recurrent expenditure of government departments.

**Background to the budget - Uganda. Ministry of Finance**
CSC.253/8
Holdings: 1957/58-1989/90

OPE.9.x.48
Holdings: 2003/04-
Reviews Uganda’s economy with detailed analysis of each sector. It also covers the achievements of the past year, the outlook for the coming year and a description of projects undertaken. An excellent source of up to date economic and social statistics. Recent years are available on the Ministry of Finance, Planning and Economic Development website at: http://www.finance.go.ug/

**Bills - Uganda**
CSC.251/6
Holdings: 1942-1971; 1984; 1994-

Issued as a special supplement to the Uganda gazette. Some Bills are available on the Uganda Legal Information Institute website at: http://www.ulii.org/

**Budget speech - Uganda. Ministry of Finance**
CSC.231/4
Holdings: 1967-68; 1971; 1978; 1980-84; 1987; 1989-

Covers performance of the economy during the financial year, fiscal policies implemented, gross domestic product, medium term economic and budgetary strategy and budget expenditure proposals for the coming year. Budget documentation from the 1970s onwards is available in full text at the Ministry of Finance, Planning and Economic Development website at: http://www.finance.go.ug/

**Development cooperation Uganda**
OPE.9.x.52
Holdings: 2002-2004; 2006/07; 2008/09

**Development plan**
1st, 1961/62-1965/66-

Development plans are entered separately in the catalogue. Please check the online catalogue for shelfmarks.

**Financial statements and revenue estimates**
CSC.253/9
Holdings: 1964/65-1989/90

Continuation of:

**Financial summary and revenue estimates - Uganda**
CSC.253/9
Holdings: 1961/62-1963/64

Revenue estimates and financial summary in form of tables.

**Key economic indicators - Uganda Bureau of Statistics**
Quarterly publication focuses on the performance of the economy and contains socio-economic indicators used to monitor progress. Covers national accounts, monetary matters, revenue collection, external trade, industrial production, prices, fuel sales, exchange rates, population and migration. Recent issues are available in full text on the Bureau’s website at http://www.ubos.org/statistics/macro-economic/key-economic-indicators/
Laws of Uganda

1909.......................... X.205/21
1923-27 ..................... CSC.251
1935-36 .................... CSC.251/2
1951.......................... CSC.251/9
1964.......................... CSC.229/6

Consolidations of legislation in force.

Legal notices
CSC.251/12
Holdings: 1963-73; 1987
Issued as supplements to the Uganda Gazette.

Ordinances
CSC.229/2
Holdings: 1901/08-1924/29

Ordinances and subsidiary legislation
CSC.251/3
Holdings:
1927-1951. Bound annual volumes. ~

Population census

OPE.2010.x.20 .......... 2002 (Main report)
OPE.2010.x.148 ....... 2002 (District reports)
OPG.2010.x.79......... 2002 (Analytical reports)
YD.2009.b.1075 ........ 2002 (Administrative report)
CSC.260/31.............. 1991
CSC.241/13.............. 1969
CSC.239/8
& CSC.579/25.......... 1959 (African population)
CSC.579/27............. 1959 (non-African population)
CSC.245/9............... 1948 (non-African population)
CSC.222/2.............. 1931
CSC.222/3.............. 1921

The census gives population by district, urban-rural distribution, urban centres and cities and towns. There are figures on population density, growth rates, age and sex and religion. The 1991 census is the first to include information on households. Census publications from 2002 onwards can be found at the Uganda Bureau of Statistics website at: http://www.ubos.org/publications/population-census/

Minutes of proceedings of the National Assembly
CSC.252/9(2)
Holdings: 1962-70 [Incomplete.]
Records actions, not debates. Issued as a supplement to the Official Gazette.
Parliamentary debates (Hansard) - Parliament of Uganda
CSC.252/9
Continuation of:

Parliamentary debates (Hansard): official report - National Assembly
CSC.252/9
Holdings: 1962/63-1970/71
Continuation of:

Proceedings of the National Assembly: official report
CSC.252/10
Holdings: 1962.
Continuation of:

Proceedings of the Legislative Council: official report
CSC.252/2
Holdings: 1939-1962

Quarterly economic report - Bank of Uganda
March 2003-
Covers monetary policies, public finance, foreign exchange market, prices, manufacturing, financial institutions' activities and interest rates. Available in full text at the Bank's website at: https://www.bou.or.ug/bou/publications_research/Publications_Overview.html

State of the economy report
2002-
Available in full text at the Bank's web site at https://www.bou.or.ug/bou/publications_research/Publications_Overview.html

Statistical abstract - Uganda. Ministry of Economic Affairs. Statistics Branch
CSC.239/4
Holdings: 1958-1971; 1974
OPE.9.x.29
Holdings: 2002-
**Statutes - Uganda**  
CSC.251/11  
Holdings: 1993-1994; 2001- [Incomplete.]  

Continuation of:

**Decrees - Uganda**  
CSC.251/11  
Holdings: 1971-73; 1977  
Continuation of:

**Acts - Uganda**  
CSC.251/11  
Holdings: 1964-1970

**Statutory instruments**  
CSC.251/7  
Holdings: 1964-1977; 2000-  
Issued as supplements to the Uganda Gazette. Statutory Instruments from 2001 onwards are available on the Uganda Legal Information Institute website at: [http://www.ulii.org/](http://www.ulii.org/)

**Subsidiary legislation**  
CSC.260/2  
Holdings: 1965-72  
Contains statutory instruments and legal notices.

**Uganda Bureau of Statistics**  
The web site of the Uganda Bureau of Statistics at [http://www.ubos.org](http://www.ubos.org) includes a National Statistical Databank which is a collection of official statistics of Uganda. Part of this is available free on the Internet. Tables can be accessed by subject area in Excel or PC-Axis format.

**Uganda in figures**  
OPE.9.x.45  
Holdings: 2010-

Continuation of:

**Uganda facts and figures**  
OPE.9.x.45  
Holdings: 2003

**Uganda gazette (formerly the Official Gazette of the Uganda Protectorate and the Uganda Protectorate Official Gazette)**  
OGU.10  
Print holdings:
1908-1967 ................. Unbound parts. [Incomplete but good holdings.]
1968-1972 ................. Bound volumes.
1973-1990 ................. Unbound parts. [Very incomplete.]
2002-2005 ................ Bound volume for 2002 then unbound parts.
2007- ...................... Unbound parts.

SPR. MIC. B. 25/1
Microfilm: 1900-1962

Regular issues cover general notices. Acts/statutes, Bills, Legal Notices and Statutory Instruments are/have been issued as supplements. These were filed with the main Gazette up to 1942.

---

ZAMBIA

The main Zambian government website is at
http://www.zambia.gov.zm/

The Crown took over the administration of the then Territory of Northern Rhodesia in 1924. The country became part of the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland in 1953, but seceded in 1963. It gained full independence in October 1964 and changed its name to Zambia.

Zambia is a multi-party democracy with a directly elected president and unicameral National Assembly. There is also a House of Chiefs with no legislative function. It may consider bills but not block their passage.

**Acts - Zambia**

OPE.9.x.649
Holdings: 2004-

CSD.313/6
Holdings: 1965-81; 1983-86; 1990

Continuation of:

**Ordinances - Northern Rhodesia**

CSD.313
Holdings: 1931-40; 1940-64

Issued as supplement to the Republic of Zambia gazette. Both individual acts and bound volumes are shelved here.

The Zambia Legal Information Institute (ZambiaLII) web site at http://www.zambialii.org/ provides full text of selected Acts.

**Annual plan - Zambia. National Commission for Development Planning**

CSD.323/79
Holdings: 1980-1984
Each plan includes macro-economic framework, financing of the plan, sectoral development programmes and targets for production and regional development.

**Annual report - Bank of Zambia**  
CSD.323/43  
Holdings: 1997-  
Continuation of:  
**Report and statement of accounts - Bank of Zambia**  
CSD.323/43  
Holdings: 1974-1986  
Details of the operations and accounts of the Bank for the year, economic report, monetary and financial statistics. Annual reports from 2004 onwards are also available on the Bank’s website at: [http://www.boz.zm/](http://www.boz.zm/)

**Annual report – Environmental Council of Zambia**  
OPE.9.x.621  
Holdings: 2007-  

**Bills - Zambia**  
CSD.301/5 (2)  
Holdings: 1964-1990  
Continuation of:  
**Bills - Northern Rhodesia**  
CSD.301/5  
Holdings: 1926-35; 1939-64  

**Budget address by the Minister of Finance - Zambia**  
CSD.323/50  
Holdings: 1971-1996; 2004-  
The speech of the Finance Minister to the National Assembly. Reviews economic conditions, revenue measures, proposed budget and present policy objectives. Some budget documentation is available on the Zambia Revenue Authority website at: [https://www.zra.org.zm/](https://www.zra.org.zm/)

**Census**  
2010......................... Volumes are individually catalogued. Please search [http://explore.bl.uk](http://explore.bl.uk) for shelfmarks.  
2000......................... Volumes are individually catalogued. Please search [http://explore.bl.uk](http://explore.bl.uk) for shelfmarks.  
1990......................... Volumes are individually catalogued. Please search [http://explore.bl.uk](http://explore.bl.uk) for shelfmarks.  
1969......................... CSD.323/26  
1963......................... CSD.323/37 & CSD.305/18 (Census of Africans)  
1951......................... CSD.309/6
The census provides information on demographic and socio-economic characteristics and also on households, housing and agricultural activities. There are many tables, figures and some maps. Some census information is available on the Central Statistical Office website at: http://www.zamstats.gov.zm/census/cen.html

Development Plans

Holdings: 1947-

These plans are individually catalogued. Please search http://explore.bl.uk for shelfmarks.

CSD.305/21 (2)
Holdings: 1965-

The report covers recent developments in world economy, conditions in Zambia in the past year and economic performance by sector and region. Includes tables and graphs.

Continuation of:

Economic report - Northern Rhodesia. Ministry of Finance
CSD.305/21
Holdings: 1964

Estimates of revenue and expenditure. - Zambia
CSD.305/9(2)
Holdings: 1965/66-1988/89

Estimates of ongoing and capital expenses, approved budget estimates for each office, ministry and commission and supplementary estimate are given.

Continuation of:

Estimates of revenue and expenditure - Northern Rhodesia
CSD.305/9
Holdings: 1959/60-1963/64

Continuation of:

Approved estimates of revenue and expenditure - Northern Rhodesia
CSD.305/9
Holdings: 1950-1958/59

CSD.305/5(2)

The financial report includes comparative figures for the completed budget year and the authorised and actual expenditures for each agency. Reports on miscellaneous governmental and non-governmental fund accounts are in appendices.

Continuation of:

Financial report - Northern Rhodesia. Accountant-General's Department
CSD.305/5
Holdings: 1947-1963
Laws of Zambia
Continuation of:
Laws of Northern Rhodesia
1930 consolidation CSD.313/2
1948 consolidation CSD.313/4

Medium term expenditure framework and the ... budget: Green paper
OPE.9.x.752
Holdings: 2004/06-

Monthly digest of statistics - Zambia
CSD.305/19
Holdings: 1964-1988
Social and economic conditions in Zambia including data for population and migration, agriculture, production, external trade, transport, government accounts, health, money and banking and consumer and wholesale prices are given.

Monthly financial markets review - Bank of Zambia
Nov.2001-
Available at the Bank's web site at http://www.boz.zm/ (then follow links from 'Publications').

National accounts statistical bulletin - Zambia. Central Statistical Office
OPE.9.x.15
Holdings: No. 8, 1965-2000 -no. 9, 1994-2005

National health strategic plan - Ministry of Health
OPE.9.x.66
Holdings: 2001/05-

National health strategic plan. Mid term review report - Ministry of Health
OPE.9.x.69
Holdings: 2004-

Parliamentary debates - Zambia. National Assembly

Official verbatim report of the debates - Zambia. National Assembly
OPE.9.x.63
Holdings: 2002; 2005-
CSD.312/15
Continuation of:

**Legislative Council debates - Northern Rhodesia**
CSD.312/4
Holdings: 1945-1963

OPE.9.x.70

It outlines the mission of the Public Investment Programme to guide the budget allocation of public resources into priority areas like the social sector ministries.

**Quarterly financial and statistical review - Bank of Zambia**
CSD.323/23

Continuation of:

**Quarterly statistical review - Bank of Zambia**
CSD.323/23
Holdings: 1973-1979

The review includes information on money and banking, government finance, trade statistics, prices and production. Each issue has special articles. Also has many statistical tables. More current statistical information can be found on the Bank of Zambia web site [http://www.boz.zm](http://www.boz.zm)

**Report of the Auditor General on the Accounts for the Financial Year ended ...**
OPE.9.x.68
Holdings: 2001-

**Selected socio-economic indicators - Zambia. Central Statistical Office**
OPE.9.x.56
Holdings: 2000-2004/05; 2010-

**Statutory instruments - Zambia**
CSD.301/2(2)


Continuation of:

**Government notices - Northern Rhodesia**
CSD.301/2
Holdings: 1924-36; 1939-52; 1955-1964

Issued as a supplement to the Government gazette
Zambia sexual behaviour survey
OPE.9.x.67
Holdings: 2000-

Zambian government gazette
OGN.240 (2)
Regular issues of the gazette contain notices. There is an annual index arranged by subject. Acts, bills and statutory instruments appear in the supplements. A few Acts, bills and statutory instruments have been bound or shelved with the main gazette, but most are not present here.
Continuation of:
Northern Rhodesia government gazette
OGN.240
Holdings: 1911-1964

Zambia Legal Information Institute
The Zambia Legal Information Institute (ZambiaLii) web site at http://www.zambialii.org/ provides access to a collection of full text Zambian legal information, including the constitution, rules and selected decisions of the Courts, selected Acts, legal commentary, and a legal directory.

ZIMBABWE

Zimbabwe Government web site: http://www.zim.gov.zw/

The territory which is now Zimbabwe was granted the status of a self-governing colony in 1923 under the name of Southern Rhodesia. In 1953 it joined Northern Rhodesia and Nyasaland to form the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland. When this federation was dissolved on December 31st 1963, Rhodesia reverted to the status of self-governing colony. On 11th December 1965 the white-dominated government under Ian Smith issued a unilateral declaration of independence and remained in power until elections in 1979 and 1980 heralded majority rule and independence as the Republic of Zimbabwe.
The bicameral Parliament consists of the Senate and the House of Assembly.

Acts
OPE.9.x.435
Holdings: 2006-
CSD.331/2
Holdings: 1924-1995
Acts for 1926-1936 are bound with the Votes and Proceedings of the Legislative Council.
Some online access to legislation is available via the Zimbabwe Legal Information Institute http://www.zimlii.org/ and the Parliament website
Amended estimates of expenditure
OPE.9.x.830
Holdings: 2010-

Annual economic review of Zimbabwe
CSD.325/20
Holdings: 1981; 1986
Continuation of:

Economic survey of Zimbabwe Rhodesia
CSD.325/20
Holdings: 1978
Continuation of:

Economic survey of Rhodesia
CSD.325/20(2)
Continuation of:

Review of the economy of Southern Rhodesia
CSD.325/20
Holdings: 1960-1963

The review details the socio-economic background including economic recovery, economic reconstruction, international economic setting, macro-economic framework, analysis of major macro-economic issues and short term prospects. There are various tables.

Annual report - Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe
ZA.9.b.2665

The report presents monetary policy, economic conditions, statistics and finance of the country. See the Bank’s website at: http://www.rbz.co.zw/ for recent annual reports and other publications.

Bills
CSD.331/5
Holdings: 1924-37; 1939-78; 1980-95; 2007-

Budget estimates - Zimbabwe
OPE.9.x.652
Holdings: 2002-

Presents annual statement of the government’s financial position and the public debt and sets forth tax proposals. Detailed estimates of expenditure are also given. The latest budget information is available on the Ministry of Finance and Economic Development website at: http://www.zimtreasury.gov.zw/

Budget statement
(Title varies, e.g.: The … National budget statement)
CSD.325/13
Holdings: 1972- [Incomplete.]

Recent budget statements are available on the Ministry of Finance and Economic Development website at: http://www.zimtreasury.gov.zw/budget-policy-statements

Continuation of

Financial statements
CSD.325/13
Holdings: 1940-1971 [Incomplete.]

Census

CSD.341 ..................... 1926
CSD.341/3 .................. 1951
CSD.358/26 ............... Census of European, Asian and coloured population, 1961
CSD.341/6 .................. Census of Africans, 1962 (Final report)
CSD.610/20 ................ Census of Africans, 1962 (Preliminary report)
OPE.2005.x.99 ............ 2002 (Preliminary report)
OPE.2013.x.45 ............ 2012 (Preliminary report)
OPE.2015.x.120 ........... 2012

2012 census reports are also available on the Zimbabwe National Statistics Agency (ZIMSTAT) website http://www.zimstat.co.zw/

Development plan

CSD.354/4 .................. 1957-1961. Southern Rhodesia development plan 1957-
1961
CSD.354/19 ................ 1965. National development plan
development plan. Vol.1

Includes overall economic development projected for next five years, sectoral development, and provincial development strategies. There is a statistical appendix at the end of the plan.

Education statistics report
OPE.9.x.60
Holdings: 2001-

Estimates of expenditure ...
CSD.325/4
Holdings: 1926/1927-1990

Expenditure of government departments is given in tabular form.

Mid-year fiscal policy review statement
OPE.9.x.913
Holdings: 2011-

Earlier fiscal policy review statements have been catalogued individually. Please search http://explore.bl.uk for shelfmarks.
Parliamentary bulletin
OPE.9.x.832
Holdings: 2010-

Parliamentary debates: official report (unrevised) - House of Assembly
CSD.346(2)
Holdings: 1973-1988 [Incomplete.]

Parliamentary debates - Senate
OPE.9.x.461
Holdings: 2007- [Incomplete.]
CSD.331/20(2) 1981-1988 [Incomplete.]

Parliamentary debates - House of Assembly
OPE.9.x.462
Holdings: 2007- [Incomplete.]
CSD.346
Continuation of:

Parliamentary debates
CSD.346
Holdings: 1966-1969/70
Continuation of:

Debates - Legislative Assembly
CSD.346
Holdings: 1926-1965

Quarterly digest of statistics
CSD.360/128
Holdings: June 1984-Sept. 1985
Continuation of:

Monthly digest of statistics
CSD.358/15
The digest contains tables on migration, crime, consumer prices, agriculture, mining, construction, retail trade and banking.

Report of the Comptroller and Auditor-General
CSD.325
Holdings: 1949/50-1987
Covers finance accounts, revenue statements, appropriation accounts and accounts of miscellaneous funds.
Continuation of:

Report of the Auditor General
CSD.325
Holdings: 1930-1948/49

**Statement of external trade**
OPE.9.x.825
Holdings: 1993/2000
CSD.342/8
Holdings: 1966-1983

Continuation of:

**Annual statement of external trade**
CSD.342/8
Holdings: 1964-1965

Detailed statistics of Zimbabwe's external trade are presented, including a summary table and derived indices, explanatory notes, abbreviations and symbols.

**The Statute law of Southern Rhodesia (Zimbabwe)**
CSD.345/3
Holdings: 1898-1968

Contains acts of Parliament.

**Statutory instruments**
CSD.321/2 1992-95; 2005-

Continuation of:

**Government notices**
OGS.280(2). Bound volumes.
Holdings: 1951-79

Issued as supplements to the government gazette.

**Votes and Proceedings - House of Assembly**
OPE.9.x.910
Holdings: 2010- [Incomplete.]
CSD.331/4

Continuation of:

**Votes and proceedings - Parliament of Rhodesia**
CSD.331/4

Continuation of:

**Votes and proceedings - Legislative Assembly**
CSD.331/4
Holdings: 1926-1965

Record of what was done in the House, as opposed to the debates.
Votes and Proceedings – Senate  
OPE.9.x.920  
Holdings: 2011; 2014- [Incomplete.]

Zimbabwean compendium of statistics  
CSD.360/112  
Holdings: 2002

Continuation of:

Statistical yearbook of Zimbabwe  
CSD.360/112  
Holdings: 1987; 1997  
Statistical data on most aspects of the economy and social conditions in Zimbabwe including climate, population, health care and social welfare, employment and earnings, education, crime, accidents, national income and expenditure, trade, banking, finance and tourism.

Zimbabwean government gazette  
OGS.280  
Continuation of:

Zimbabwean government gazette  
OGS.280  
Holdings: 1980-82. Unbound parts. [Incomplete but good holdings.]

Continuation of:

Rhodesia government gazette  
OGS.280  
Holdings: 1965-75. Bound volumes  
1976-79. Unbound parts. [Incomplete but good holdings.]

Continuation of:

Southern Rhodesia Government gazette  
OGS.280  
Holdings: 1951-64. Bound volumes.

Continuation of:

Colony of Southern Rhodesia government gazette  
OGS.280  

Continuation of:

British South Africa Company government gazette  
OGS.280  

Regular issues contain general notices. Acts, bills and statutory instruments appear in supplements. There are annual subject indexes.